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EUROPEAN MANUSCRIPTS,

Chiefly from the Libraries of the lata^MARQUTS OF HASTINGS, Donnington

Park, Leicestershire; and of the late Dr. WELLESLEY, Master of

New Inn, Oxford.

1 ABERGAVENNY BARONAGE. Treatise of the Nobility of this Eealme

according to the Lawe, sm. 4to. clearly written Manuscript, of 142 pp.

with several genealogical tables, rough calf, from Dr. Wellesley's library,

£4,. 4« Cire. 1590

This is probably the Autograph MS. of one of the great legal luminaries of Elizabeth's

reign, perhaps of Sir Edward Coke himself. It is an elaborate work on the law of here

ditary nobility and its application to a special case ; and was prepared on the occasion of

the famous law-suit in which the peerage of Abergavenny was disputed between Lady

Mary Fane, daughter of Henry Neville, the last Baron, who died in 1586, and her cousin

Edward Neville. When judgment was given in favor of the latter in 1603, the lady

received the title of Baroness Le Dcspenser as an acknowledgment by the king of the

ability with which her case had been supported.

2 ALCHEMY. Here beginneth the Book of the EOSARY OF THE PHI

LOSOPHERS, more diligently compiled, folio, clearly written MS. of

203 pp. with 20 illuminated DaAwiNGS, heightened with gold and silver,

bound, from the library of the Marquis of Hastings, £12. 12s

In Lubeck, the 24/A day of the moneth of October in theyear ofour Lord, 1588

An extremely curious and singular book, illustrated by paintings which are no less

remarkable for their strange symbolism. It is not a translation of the Roiarium 1'hiloto-

phornm of Arnoldus de Villanova, but is an original work on the true method of trans

muting metals, the Philosopher's Stone, the' Elixcr of life, etc. Under the heading of

"Conjunction or Coupling," and that of " Fermentation." the drawings (in all of which

there is an appearance as though they were meant to illustrate some fabled story of the

Sun and Moon), are very peculiar.

3 Lapis Philosophobom. Observations of the Secrets of Nature, etc. in 1 vol.

oblong 12mo. plain MS. about 260 pp. calf, from the Marquis of Hastings'

library, £2. 2s See.XYll.

4 LuLLT (Raymond) Christophorus Parisiensis, Isaacus Hollandus, Hugo de

Parma, and others, Experiments (in Alchemy) with the notes of Dr. Moulin,

sm. folio, plain MS. of 2G7 pp. calf, from the Marquis of Hastings' library,

£3. 3s Sec. XVII.

Dr. Monlin's curious notes occupy the greater part of the volume.

5 Moulin (Dr.) Concerning the Philosophical Dissolution, folio, about 170 pp. of

clear MS. calf,from the Marquis of Hastings' library, £3. 3s Sec. XVII.

The above four works possess the highest interest for students of the old Alchemistic

and mystical Philosophy.

6 ALPHABETS OF ARMS, with Forme of Granting Arms, &c. stout sm. 4to.

520 pp. containing several thousands of Names of English, Welsh, Irish,

and French Families, with descriptions of their arms, and their localities ;

Manuscript,from the Collection of John Holland, whose bookplate, engraved

by Hogarth, is pasted inside the cover, calf, £3. cir. 1587

At the end is a Manuscript, entitled " The Order of Lordcs and Ladyes with the

Funeral! of the Quene of Scotts att Peterborough."

C*ALPHABET OF ARMS (probably by William Cady, whose Arms are painted

. on the first leaf), folio, 160 pp. Manuscript, with various Coats of Arm*

in colours and in trick, old calf, £9. 9s 1620-60

This valuable old MS. written at the commencement of the 17th Cent contains the

Names of 4000 Families, with description of their Armorial Bearings.

It would be of great interest to the Genealogist as the Counties are given with most of

the Names, and information of so special a kind has probably never been published.

2tALPHABET OF ARMS (A—Sn), folio, 200 pp. Manuscript, distinctly written,

half calf, £2. Sec. XVII.

With about 12,000 English names, and a folding separate leaf of Drawings to explain

the heraldic terms.
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7 ANTIPHONARItTM, cum Notis MTJSICIS, folio, Manuscript on vellum,

165 leaves, with very quaint painted capitals, the musical notes written in

Neuma or Neumes (with only one central line), old red morocco gilt, in good

preservation, £36. ? Sac. XI.

This venbkablb and highly interesting relic of antiquity, attributed to the 11th century,

is similar in character to a Graduale, bearing date of 1071, which fetched the sum of £80.

(No. 154, at Payne's sale, Sotheby's, June 20, 1860), and probably came from the same

. church. For the History of Sacred Music this is a most important volume, as in the Anti-

phonarium are preserved those beautiful Chants which the Venerable Bode was so anxious

to introduce into our cathedrals, and which admirers of solemn grandeur consider were no

way improved when Guido d'Arczzo introduced, in this same century, his newly invented

system, of sol-fa-ing.

8 ARMORIAL blasonné, un gros volume, contenant environ 5000 Armoiries de

Familles pour la plupart Italiennes, exécutées par diverses mains pendant

le cours de deux siècles, oblong 4to. in wooden boards covered with old calf,

£6. 10* Sec. XVI. à XVIII.

Il se trouve dans ce recueil plusieurs noms de familles Françaises, Allemandes, Espag

noles, et Sclavonnes, ce qui fait supposer qu'il est d'origine Vénitienne. 11 y a aussi quel

ques noms Anglais et Irlandais, comme Cavcnaghi, Ncale, Morgani, Dapples, Ossoreo,

Onaghten, etc.— circonstance trés-rare qui augmente beaucoup la valeur du Manuscrit.

Les armoiries plus anciennes semblent avoir été faites au seizième siècle, par une seule

personne ; elles sont tres-habilement dessinées et coloriées, et de beaucoup supérieures aux

autres qu'on peut avoir ajoutées irrégulièrement de temps à autre.

9 ARMORIAL OF FLANDERS. Genealogies- Boek, in Dutch, sm. folio, a

beautiful original MS. very carefully written, 452 pp. with 805 painted

Coats of Arms, Genealogical lists of about 10,000 names, and large Minia

ture of the 15th Century, a most important volume, calf, £30. 1630-40

" MS. très précieux du XVIIe 6iècle. 11 est orné d'une quantité de blasons en or et en

couleurs, et précédé d'une miniature de la grandeur du volume, représentant la rhétorique

sous la forme d'une femme entourée de professeurs et d'élèves." This frontispiece is one

of the most remarkable features of the book. It was probably executed about the year 1400,

and exhibits the characteristic features of good Flemish Art.

10 ARMORIAL and CHRONICLE of LORRAINE and BRABANT, in Flem

ish : Genealogia principum Lotharingiae ct Brabantiae, etc. sm. folio, a

valuable and well-written MS. of 478 pp. beginning with 1191, carried

down to 1616, and by later hands to l744 ; appended is a List of the

Town Council of the City of Hertooen Bosch (Bois le Duc), from 1629-

1742, with the year of death added to most of the names—injured at

Sotheby's fire, the margins burnt, and the text somewhat waterstained, in

a ivhole blue morocco case, lettered on the back " Cronyck van Brabant,"

£3. 1616-1744

11 Bedfordshire. Arms of the Gentry described, some emblazoned, 12mo. MS.

from Dr. Wellesley's library, 5* dr. 1830

11*Bedfordshire. Ancient Epitaphs, principally from Brass plates in the County

of Bedford, Arms of Bedfordshire Families, 4to. very neat Drawings and

text, vellum, from Dr. Wellesley's library, 15* . cir. 1820

A enrious and interesting collection for the antiquary.

12 BERNARD, Saint. Epistolœ V. de modo vivendi, Speculum Monachorum,

Epistola admonitoria, do vitâ solitariâ, ad parente»; Tractatus de ordine

vitaj et inorura institutione ; de ititeriore Domo ; de edificando conscien-

tiain ; de gradibua humilitatis et superbie ; de gradibus confessiouis ; de

grndibus obedientie, Sermones, Preccs, etc. 8vo. MS. on vellum in the

original Medicean binding, £3. 3* Sec. XIV.

Kn reliure Médicéenne. Des initiales, deux sont enluminées ct rehaussées d'or, les

autres peintes. A la fin dn volume, se trouve, ajouté par une main plus récente, un sermon

du Saint sur la Messe, avec la date de 1453. Au feuillet 201 se voit une ancienne Lautle

Italienne, qui commence ainsi : " Scmpre te sia in dilecto Chil mondo anima mia te sia in

dispecto s" et qui est fort-curieuse.

13 Bebnaedi, Sancti, Opusculum de laudibus Virgiuis ; Sermones 65, et Institutio

quomodo canere et psallere debeamus. Manuscrit sur vélin, d'une belle

écriture, mais endommagé p >r l'action de feu, 4to. 25*

Vers la fin du qualorzième siècle
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BIBLICAL CODICES :

14 NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GREECE, very stout square small

8vo. Manuscript on VELLUM, with MINIATURES of the Four Evangel

ists, beautifully [bound in red morocco extra, elegantly ornamented on back

and sides after the antique, vellum fly-leaves, enclosed in a solander case

covered with rich crimson velvet, and lined inside with white silk velvet, by

Bedfobd, £200. Sec. XI-XII.

This elegant little MS. contains the Four Gospels, the Acts, and the

Epistles, thus needing only the Apocalypse to be a perfect Codex of the New

Testament. It is well known that MSS. of the Acts and Epistles are very

much scarcer than those of the Gospels,—and on that account, the present

MS. may justly be considered the most valuable in the collection catalogued

here. The order in which the Epistles arc arranged, differs wholly from that

which is used in the printed editions, and the text will afford valuable matter

for collation. It is noticeable that in the baptism of the Eunuch (Acts viii.

37) the formula of belief, which appears in the received text, is omitted;

this fact alone being sufficient to prove that the scribe followed a good ori

ginal. The statement about Silas (Actsxv. 34) is also omitted. It has the

passage concerning the " three Witnesses," and in the words concerning the

Passion, is also in harmony with the received text. The inscriptions at the

end of the different Epistles, differ from those in other MSS. and in printed

editions.

There is a curious note at the end, written in capitals by the scribe,

who gives his name in it. It shews that ho had not had the intention to

include the the Apocalypse in his New Testament ; or perhaps it was want

ing in the original he used. The inscription is rendered thus :

" As sweet as is the tranquil haven to sea-wanderers

So sweet to scribes is the final period.

Ioannikios the Monk."

The character in which the body of the book is written is a beautiful

minute cursive, with divisions generally observed between the words, but

otherwise shewing all the marks of antiquity, such as the right-angled notes

of breathing, the peculiar form of the letters, the absence of the dative iota,

etc. The Canon of Eusebius is not prefixed to the text, but there are tables

to the Gospels, a Menology, portion of the Psalms, etc*, written in an ancient

hand on paper, and forming the beginning and end of the volume.

On the whole the present Manuscript is one of very great interest for

the scholar and the collector.

15 EVANGELTA IV, Gk^ce, cum Cainonk Eusebii, sinnll

4to. Splendid Manuscript on VELLUM, beautifully written in a very clear

hand, the Canon ofEusebius within elegant borders, richly illuminated ingold

and colours, the headings of each Gospel in letters ofgold within elaborately

illuminated ornaments, numerous capitals in gold ; adorned with Three large

MINIATURES OF St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. John, executed in

colours on a goldground in the Byzantine style,bound in brown Levant morocco,

elegantly ornamented on back and sides after the antique, vellumfly-leaves, and

gilt edges, enclosed in a solander case covered in rich crimson velvet, and lined

inside with while silk velvet, by Bedford, a perfect gem, £250. Sac. XI.

A Manuscript no less precious for its text, than as a specimen of Greek

Art in the Eleventh Century. The paintings which represent St. Mark and

K 2
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St. John (that of Matthew being damaged by loss of colour) are infinitely

superior to the ordinary character of the work in old MSS. The design and

the execution are alike admirable. Indeed the graceful style of ornamenta

tion used in the borders to the Canon (arches of gold richly decorated, sup

ported by light pillars of coloured marbles) as well as the Gospel-headings,

is quite sufficient to place this MS. amongst the most valuable Codiaes of

the Greek Gospels, from an artistic point of view.

The handwriting is an elegant cursive with headings in a small uncial

character ; and resembles that of the specimens given in the Pal. Sacra of

Westwood, " Early Greek MS. No. 5," and also that of plates 46 and 49 in

D'Agineourt, Vol. III. Its antiquity is clearly denoted by the absence of

divisions between words (except of course at the end of sentences), and the

form of the breathings, which are of the quadrate (or half h) shape, which

Montfaucon says ceased to be usual after the tenth century. The iota is

never written subscribed to the dative, but is generally affixed at the end of

the word (and occasionally omitted). Another point for remark is the use

of the epenthetic v before consonants ; but this is not always seen in the

text. Abbreviations are only adopted in the words and names usually so

found even in the earliest MSS., and in a few places where terminations are

contracted for want of space. It is often supposed that cursive MSS. are

all of a comparatively modern origin, but the fact is that this kind of writ

ing was known as early as the Sixth Century, and came into general use in

the Ninth, at which period also the employment of ornamentation began.

Accents and breathings were adopted in writing so far back as the Seventh

Century.

The text is one of very much importance to the biblical critic ; for it

does not appear to have been ever collated, and yet it offers an immense

number of valuable Various Readings. It agrees more nearly with the

" Codex Ephraim rescriptus" (V Century) and the " Codex fiezas" than

with the other early ones ; but it is very remarkably different from the

latter (Beza's) in the Story of the "Woman taken in Adultery. It has the

famous passage (Mat. VI. 13)—" on aov iariv y €aot\tia." John v. 3 & 4,

presents the doubtful words, cited by Tertullian, but varies very much from

the Alexandrine Codex. It leaves out the words " irai jrupt" in Mat. in. 11 ;

but gives tho " oiriaw fiov" in Mat, it. 10.—The leaf which should contain

Luke xix. 10—26, is cut away, and there is no painting of this Evangelist's

figure. Otherwise it is quite complete ; and a very remarkable feature of

the MS. are the prologues to each Gospel, differing from the known prefaces

of the Fathers as given by Erasmus and Mill.

On the last leaf is a memorandum in Greek recording the birth of a

daughter, named Theodora, on the second of October (St. Justin's day), in

the year of the World 6828 (1320 a. a), in a much more modern writing

than the Gospels.

16 EVANGELIA GREECE, small 4to. Manuscript on VEL-

LUM, bound in brown antique morocco elegant, blind and gold tooled after the

antique, stained vellum Jig-leaves and gilt edges, in a solander case, covered in

rich crimson velvet, lined inside with white silk velvet, the original covers pre

served in flap, by Bedford, £100. Spec. XII—XIII.

In a very regular and uncommon style of penmanship, the letters being

large, round, clear, and perfectly uniform. The aspirations are marked in

the same manner as at present, that is, by curved lines ; but on the other

hand, the dative iota is only twice subscribed, and everywhere else omitted,

the j and the v are generally crowned with two dots and the letters retain

the archaic form, almost as much as the MSS. a century older. Itacism
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frequently occurs. The various readings which the text affords, are very

numerous. Even the verbal alterations are remarkable in themselves, oue

of the most frequent turns of phrase being to substitute the article 6c and

a verb for 6 and a participle—as, 6c av airo\t\vfitvnv yayn\an for 6 a*o\t-

Xvpevriv yapnaag. It has the disputed words tv rji ^apepp(Mat. vi. 6), but

the freedom of the scribe almost wholly through the MS. in his position and

use of words is very great. If the Bible MSS. are to be divided into classes

of versions, this one belongs to the school of the Beza Codex preserved in

Cambridge.

It has similar subscriptions at the end of the Gospels, to those noted

as remarkable by Montfaucon, (Pal. Graec. p. 306), stating the number of

em-\oi and pripara.

17 EVANGELIA GREECE, sm. 4to. Manuscript on VELLUM,

bound in brown morocco elegant, in imitation of the antique, stained vellum

fly-leaves and gift edges, in a solander case covered outside with crimson velvet,

and lined inside with white silk velvet, the original covers preserved in flap,

by Bedfobd, £52. 10* Sec. XI—XII

Elegantly written in a bold regular character, displaying great freedom

of penmanship. As a specimen of ancient Greek calligraphy it is highly to

be considered, although there are several lacuna? in the text, which follows

pretty closely the Alexandrine version. Of course there are various read

ings to take the attention of the critic, but the collector will chiefly regard

this MS. for its age, in connection with the beauty and simplicity of its

clear rounded penmanship. The first leaves of Matthew's Gospel are mis-

Bing. The dative iota is subscribed and the curved notes of aspiration used.

There are no spaces observed between the words of a sentence and the cus

tom of beginning a word at the end of a line and carrying it into the next,

without any regard to the break, is universal through the volume. The

Bhape of the characters is wholly antique and very graceful.

18 EVANGELIUM S. Matthsei Grseco-Latinum, small folio, MS.

of the XVth Century, on Paper, with Miniatures, damaged by fire, in a

morocco case, withflaps, £15. Saec. XV.

A very interesting volume, containing several very singular Miniatures

executed in colours, in a style marked by oriental influence, The Devil

tempting Christ is one of the subjects. In 14G5 this Manuscript was pre

sented to the Convent of St. Epiphanius. It begins with two Epistles of

St. Jerome, after which follows a sort of commentary on the arrangement of

the Gospels. An epistle of St. Ambrose in Latin, and the Nicene Creed in

Greek ; with a record of the donation of the book, are found at the end. Tho

text of the Gospel is quite perfect, with the exception perhaps of a few

letters.

18*PSALTERIUM DAVIDIS, Grseco-Latine, sm. 4to. a fine

manuscript of Italian workmanship, on 130 leaves, the Greek and Latin in

parallel columns with rubricated initials, brown morocco extra, gilt edges,

£5. 15* Sec. XV.

The rarity of MSS. written in the two languages is well-known.

The Greek is written in a small upright character, very clear ; and the

Latin in a somewhat larger hand, with the peculiar long f occurring in

every position of a word. There are some prayers in Italian at the end of

the Psalms.
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19 BIBLIA LATINA. Ties-beau Manuscrit ancien, sur VELIN,

folio, 238 leaves, original oaJc boards, covered with stamped leather, £30.

See. XII.

Ce Manuscrit, precieux par son antiquity et son importance, ainsi que

par la beaute de l'ecriture, commence avec Gen. xxxv. et termine a IV.

Reg. xviii. 27. Le Pere Vercellone Pa de'crit dans ses " Variaj Lectiones

vulgat. Lat. Bibl. editionis," ou il le cite comine " Codex U." Le texte

qu'il presente appartient a la recension qu'on appelle d'Alcuin, mais,

malgre leur generale similitude, il y a des " Lectiones varias" tres-

importantes.

20 BIBLIA LATINA, cum prolog-is Sancti Hieronymi et Indice,

stout small folio, fine Manuscript on VELLUM, written in double columns,

within double ruled lines, with the capitals in blue and red, some of the initials

very neatly ornamented, bound in Levant gros-grain blue morocco elegant,

richly tooled sides after the antique, vellum fly-leaves, gilt edges, by Bed

ford, £32. Sec. XIV

As appears from the names scattered here and there on the margins,

this MS. belonged to an English family of the name of Folliott or Ffolliett,

about the time of Queen Elizabeth This circumstance gives an additional

interest beyond the intrinsic merit of the volume, and suggests the possi

bility that it is of English origin. Perhaps a closer examination of the text

would show some peculiarities to confirm this conjecture, which, if correct,

would make the MS. very valuable. A few lacunre appear in the text, and

it is consequently sold not subject to collation.

21 BIBLIA LATINA Vulgata, cum Prolog-is, 12mo. MS. beau

tifully and very minutely written on the finest abortive VELLUM, with

44 lines per page, the writing on each page occupying a length of scarcely

more than four inches, with large initials, and rubrics and capitals in red and

blue, a Table of the meanings of about 5000 Hebrew names at end, and, tcilh

the exception of the last leaf in supeib preservation, citron morocco, gilt

edges, £25. Sec. XIV.

This beautiful little MS. has been in English hands for more than

three hundred years, as appears by the words '-Jhon Ston oweth this

boke," written on the last leaf, in a handwriting of the Sixteenth

Century.

22 BIBLIA Sacra Latina, cum Prolog-is B. Hieronimi, stout

12mo. Manuscript on VELLUM, with richly illuminated capital letters,

morocco super extra, covered with blind tooling in the old style, £15. 15*

Sac. XIV.

An Italian MS. of very high interest as bearing the presentation-

inscription, dated 1476, of a Roman Catholic saint, S. Marcus of Bologna.

It is written in double columns, each containing forty-five lines in a space

of 4£ inches. This elegant MS. recommends itself by the beauty and regu

larity of the hand-writing, and its perfect state of preservation.
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23 BIBLIA LATINA veteris et Novi Testamenti, cum libris

apocryphicis, very stout sm. 4to. Manuscript on VELLUM, 42-1 leaves, 'beau

tifully written in very minute and elegant character, with ornamental coloured

initials and above 150 small MINIATURES in gold and colours illustra

tive of the biblical history, each executed within a large initial letter, an

elegant ample border round thefirst page, green vellum, gilt edges, from the

Enschede collection at Haarlem, £G3. circ. 1400

A beautiful Manuscript iu the finest state of preservation and written

on the thinnest vellum, in letters so neat and small that every page is

occupied by two columns of 56 lines each. It is apparently of French

origin, judging from the lilied sceptre which is held by the King iu the

illustration to Ecclesiasticus. Each of the miniatures represents some

subject in the book of which it adorns the initial letter, and the grotesque

element is almost entirely absent, which is a circumstance very unusual iu

the illuminated MSS. of the time. The first leaf of Genesis is wanting ;

otherwise the volume is quite complete and in very fine condition. The

first page of prologue is particularly excellent, the ornamental borders

being light and elegant, and the initial-miniature executed with remarkable

delicacy and minuteness. The tout ensemble of the MS. is very attractive,

and it really is a charming example of Calligraphy and Illumination.

24 BIBLIA LATINA, a. primo Kegum libro usque ad librum

Hester, cum prologis Sancti Hieronymi, large folio, a beautiful German

MS. of 165 leaves on VELLUM, with thirteen finely executed Miniatures

in large initials (mostly 3| inches square), eight of them illuminated in

gold and colours, the .other five etched, the writing large and clear in an

elegant Gothic character ; the beginning and end slightly damaged, whole bound

morocco, blind-tooled, gilt edges, £26. ca. 1440

The uncoloured Drawings are done with so much softness, delicacy,

and minuteness that they have a wonderful resemblance to engravings.

25 EVANGELIA Quatuor, Latine, cum Prologis, Argu

ments et Bretiahiis, Latine, small folio, fine Ancient Manuscript on

VELLUM, with canon of Eusebius, picture of St. Matthew, and initial letter

finely ornamented in the Byzantine style, without the leaf containing the

commencement of St. Mark's Gospel, bound in gros-grain red morocco elegant,

handsomely ornamented after the antique, vellumfly-leaves, gilt edges., enclosed

in a solander case covered in rich blue Geneva velvet, and lined inside with

while silk velvet, lettered on morocco, by Bedfokd, £72. Sec. XI.

Probably of Italian origin. The Breviarium and the Canon, and some

other parts of this Manuscript, are written in a hand which belongs rather

to the Twelfth than to the Eleventh Century. The remainder of the book

is in a fine clear character, with more of the Roman than of the Gothic

type in it. The capital letters display the peculiar slender form in vogue

at that time ; V has always the appearance of a Y ; and the non-capital y

is represented crowned with a dot. The note of interrogation is a mark

above the line, resembling a written w.

The original text was full of variations from the accepted form of the

Vulgate, but a later baud (13th century) has made corrections and addi
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tions in many places. Thia corrector evidently regarded the codei with

much veneration, since he destroyed nothing ; the mode adopted by him

being to write the substituted word above the original one, without touch

ing the latter, and in the case of words and phrases which he considered

superfluous or interpolated, to mark them by a Hue of dots beneath. But

even his corrections have not always the effect of restoring what is considerd

the true language of St. Jerome. It is curious that in Matthew xxiv., the

following verse is added on the margin, in the handwriting of the original

scribe, to be inserted after the 41st verse : " Duo in lecto, unus assumetur,

et alter relinquetur." As a third part to the very remarkable passage con

tained in verses 40 and 41 , this is interesting. In a few instances the MUSIC

of some passages is written above the line in red ink. The striking verses

19-22 in Matthew viii. were omitted by the original scribe, but are added

at the side by the corrector.

The name of the writer is written on the last leaf " Ambbosius me

Scbipsit," after four lines which indicate that he had the intention of

continuing his transcription of the Testament.

26 BLASON. Compendio della Scienza Araldica, e Giuoco d'Armi, petit in4to.

d'environ 250 pp., d'une ecriture tres-nette, demi-rel. mar. 25*

Environ 1620

Illustre de dessins des nrmes. La premiere partie contient nne exposition de la science

heraldique ; dans la seconde se trouve une description historiqnc des armoiries des princes

ct Stats d'Europe.

27 BEEVIABIUM EOMANUM, 4to. a fine Manuscript writ/en in red and black,

upon VELLUM, containing all the priestly offices of the Soman Church, with

several large ornamental initials, painted on gold and enclosing MINIA

TURES, the first page encircled by an elaborate border, containing 5 Minia

tures, blue morocco extra, gilt edges,from Trotter Brocketft collection, £20.

1464

It may be remarked that Breviaries—the books which were carried about by priests for

their continual study— are, for that very reason, the rarest of all the old Liturgical MSS.

This volume cost Mr. Brockett £21.

28 BROOKE (Raufe, Torke Heraulte) AEMES OF JAMES I. and his NOBI-

L1TIE, Autograph Manuscript, beautifully written on a long Boll of

Vellum (20 feet by 6| inches), mounted on green silk, with 188 Coats Of

Arms, emblazoned in gold, silver, and colours, £21. 1605

This exquisite piece of herald's work would be an elegant adornment for any private

collection, but its fittest resting-place would be the library of the College of Arms. It is

authenticated by the signature of the Ileruld, at foot of the MS.

29 BUCHANAN (George) Ane Detection of the Duinges of MAEIE, Quene of

Scottes, touohand the murder of her husband, sm. 4to. Anglicised and

modernized copy of the latter part of Buchanan's work, 116 pp. id*. 30*

cire. 1750

A copy of the printed original, a very-rare book, in lot 536 of the Marquis of

Hastings's sale, was stolen by some educated thief.

30 CAELAVEEOCK, SIEGE OF. Le Assault de Karlaverok, sm. 4to. MS. a

very legibly written transcript in the autograph of Edward Bowe Mores,from

a copy made by B. Glover, Somerset Herald, 1587, of the original very early

and decayed Manuscript, calf, from Dr. Wellesley's library, 12* cir. 1780

81 Cenci, Eelazione della morte di Giacomo e Beatrice Cenci e di Lncrezia Pe-

tronia loro matregna, Patricidi, Settembre, 1559, 8vo. russia extra, gilt

edges, 20* about 1620

Une des histoires les plus tragiques que les annates sanguinaires dTtalie nous ont

fournies. Le JPoete Anglais, Shelley, a fait une tragedie fameuse sur ce sujet.
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32 Cesareo, Agostino. L'Arte del Navigare, con il regimento della Tramontana e

del Sole ; vera Regola del Flusso e Reflusso delle Acque, am. 4to. well-

written MS. of 114 pp. with 9 drawings of which three have moveablepieces,

bd*. 28* 1585

MS. curieux, evidemment prepare pour la publication. L'auteur doit avoir £te grand

mathematicien et calculateur ; le flux et reflux de la mcr, particulierement sur lea cdtes de

l'Angleterre et de l'Espagne, y sont completement traites.

33 CLIMACO. Incomincia el prolago del frate che volgareco queato lihro decto

CRIMACO (Santa Scaladel Paradiso) 4to. fine MS. on VELLUM, 390 pp.,

bound in green morocco extra, gilt edges, by Bedford, £40. cir. 1375

La premiere page de l'ouvrage est ornee d'une magnifique lettre initiate et d'une bordurc,

contenant quatre portraits de l'auteur et d'autres figures. La plus grandc figure, qui est

contenue dans la lettre initiale, est d'une execution artistique tres-belle, evidemment de

main de maitre.—Les Manuscrits de la " Scala Paradisi," de " Jovanni Abbate, del Munis-

tero del Monte Sinay," sont fort-rares ct beaucoup recherches, a cause de l'incorrection des

Editions imprinii'cs, a 1'i'gard desquelles le Comte Mortara, dans son catalogue des MSS.

Italiens de la Bibl. Bodleienne, fait cette observation :—" Stimiamo che sicno tutte

pessime j onde volendosi egli citare, converra. far mo di tetti a penna." La traduction

Italienne se fit en 1300, et cette copie, qui a tous les prologues, ainsi que le Sermon a la tin,

semble avoir ete ecrite environ un demi-siecle apres.

36 CICERO (M. T.) de Oratore ad Qcintum Fbatbem ; Sallustii Crispi in M.

T. Ciceronem Oratio et in Sallustium Oratio Ciceronis ; Epistola Lentuli

ad Senatorea Roma? ; Pontius Pilatua Regi Claudio ; Epistola Caesaris co-

piata ex Exemplari habito ex exemplari Petrarce, quam ipse Petrarca auream

dicit; Plutarchi Epistola ad Trayanum Imperatorem ; C. Fabricius et Q.

-ilmilius Consules Pirrho Regi ; Josephus de Christo—in 1 vol. ito.fine

Manuscript of 135 leaves upon VELLUM, with elegant Arabesque initials

illuminated in gold and colours, thefirst page decorated by a beautiful border

of interlaced work, adorned withfigures of birds, a butterfly andflowers, having

the arms of Antonitjs de Campanatiis painted in the lower compartment, an

elegant Manuscript, in veryfine preservation, calf gilt back, £15, 1458

The De Orutore ends on the obverse of folio 127, and is thus subscribed by the copyist :

" Marci Tullii Ciceronis de Oratori libri expliciunt. Scripti per me Petrum Suuilden Leo-

dien. Dyoc. Anno a nativitate domiui mcccclviii. tempore potestatorie Venerabilis ac

egregii viri domini Antonii de Campanatiis Juris civilis doctoris famosissimi tunc t'pis co'is

Medicine potcstatis clarissimi. It is followed by the other pieces above mentioned which

end on the obverse of folio 135.

37 COLNETT (Lieut. J.) Voyage for Whaling and Discovery round CAPE HORN

into the Pacific Ocean, folio, autograph Manuscript, with several exquisite

Drawings in water colours, splendidly bound in red morocco, super extra,

joints, broad borders ofgold, gilt edges, £15. 1795

An account of Colnctt's voyage was published in 1798, hut it only contained 8 charts,

and none of the fine illustrations which are in the MS. now offered for sale. This magni

ficent volume was presented by the author to Sir Philip Stephens, Bart., one of the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty, to whom the work is dedicated. Sold previously for

£31. 10*.

38 COMMISSIONS, Reports, Letters Patent, Warrants, etc. relating to the

Army and the Navy, during the reign of Charles II, James II, William

and 5lary, and part of Queen Anne's, folio, 345 pp. a well-written and appa

rently an official copy belonging to the Commissioners ofExcise in the begin

ning of the last century, bd. £3. 1702-3

Many of the documents concern the colonial dominions of the crown.

39 CORNWALL. A Collection of 200 Coats of Arms in Trick, with Index, sq.

8vo. Manuscript, 230 pp. old calf, £4. 1620

Evidently prepared with critical accuracy, as appears from the occasional memoranda

of the compiler, stating the source of verification.

40 CRAYEN, Catalogue raisonne de l'CEuvre de George FreMenc SCHMIDT, sm.

8vo. portrait ; bound up with a very neatly written English translation, and

divided into 2 vols, small 8vo. hf. bd. neat,27* Londres, 1789-1830
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41 EVANGELIAEIUM G1LECUM, imp. 4to. ancient Greek

MS. of the XI century, OH VELLUM, in a clear bold and square character,

almost without contractions, with large Illuminated Initials, not wholly

perfect, richly bound in dark red morocco extra, gilt edges, £10. Sec. XI.

A selection from the four Gospels, used by the priests for reading aloud

and preaching from. There are occasional notes added to mark the inflexions

of the voice and the intonation. The character of the handwriting in this

venerable relic is early cursive, and there is no distinctive space between the

words except at the end of a sentence or clause. There is neither subscribed

nor ascript iota to mark the dative case ; the breathings are generally

noted by the peculiar character shaped like a headless cross lying down;

and the forms of the letters in the head lines, as well as the colours used in

illumination, are of archaic kind. All these circumstances combine to prove

the high antiquity of the MS. It forms a very valuable specimen of Byzan

tine calligraphy of the best description.

42 EVANGELIAEIUM LATINUM, stout era. 4to. a very fine

early MS. on VELLUM, with 3 pages of Music in Neumes, and 30 MINIA

TURES and large Initials, executed in a most singular style of Aet, the

Evangelists depicted with wings and presenting a grotesque and monstrous

appearance, in the original leather covered wooden binding, £84. Circa 1M0

Dedicated to the Virgin by the original scribe or owner, in four monkish

verses, written in uncial characters, on the first page, as follows :

Virgo Maria, tuus Hunc librum dat tibi seruus

Abbas Ruof'rictus Prumiensis nomine dictus

Respice reddentem Tibi jureque vota voventem

Tu pia, placatum Faciasque tuum sibi natum.

Ruprecht, Prince-Abbot of Priim, ruled between the years 1026 and 1068.

A very precious volume : there is something strange and striking in

every one of the illustrations. The winged evangelists, with heads like dogs

and lions, are not the least curious feature of the book ; and there are

several fine initials of quaint and ancient character. Some of the paintings

appear imbued with a typical or symbolical signification. There is one large

drawing, full page size, in which the ground is all gold ; an angel's figure

painted on it, upholding a cloth, against which the crowned and bleeding

head of Christ looks forth from the page ; the letters I. H. S. in gold under

neath. The second, third, and fourth pages are occupied by a curious deed

of gift from Reinhardt de Humersheim to the Monastery, made in presence

of the Abbot Wolfram, who ruled from 1077 to 1103, bo that it is about

fifty or sixty years later than the rest of the book, with the exception of

"two pages of still more modern compositiou, between the music and the text,

in which the dependencies of the Abbacy are recounted.

43 EVESHAM (Alexander, of Wellington, Herefordshire) Armes, and other Col

lections . . . gathered and sett in this booke, square 12mo. minute MS.

with numerous curious Drawings of Arms, etc. original English calf binding,

with ornamental sides, rebacked, and enclosed in a case lettered on back

"Heraldic Manuscript, WOO," from Dr. Welleslefs library, £f>. 10* 1584

Chiefly relating to Herefordshire, with an Index added in a later hand. The

volume also contains : Sizes of Standards ; Orders to be observed when the King goeth

in battle ; Notes on Heraldry ; Anns of the 12 Tribes, 3 Kings of Cologne, the Csesars, etc

At the end of the book, the author has written the following quaint quatrain :

Though losse of goodes grcueth sore Yet losse of tyme greueth me mor

For losse of goodes I may attaine Hut losse of tymc corns never againe.
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44 FOPPENS (J. F.) Chronique de la Ville de BRUXELLES, folio, Autograph

Manuscript, hf bd.from the Library ofM. de Servais, and also that of the

Bev. Dr. Wellesley, 20* cir. 1758

This is perhaps one of the valuable unpublished Supplements to the Bibliotheca Bel-

gica, which were known to exist in MS., but have never been printed. The volume

ought to be amongst the public records of Belgium.

45 GAINSFORD. The one and twenty BattatUe* of gorkt glaniagl'iut, with the

unmati-hable Life and Death of Richard Nevill <£,ulc of £&aru)t'chc syrnamed

in his tyme the Darlinge and Ffavorite of Kinges ; by Thomas Gaynsford,

Esq: Bmall folio, unpublished Autoqbaph Manuscript of 200 pp., the

latt two leavei defective, bound in rough calf, from the Marquis of Hastings'

library, £21. cir. 1620

A precious Mancscrii-t, being undoubtedly the autograph and only existing copy of

an unknown work by an old English historian. The list of Gainsford's printed books will

be found in Lowndes' Manual, all published between 1616 and 1619, and now of very great

rarity. The present MS., perhaps the most interesting of all his writings, is dedicated to

Kobcrt Lord Rich, who was made Earl of Warwick by King James in 1618.

46 GENOA. Gbossi, Fasti delle Famiglie Nobili di Genova; in-folio, 271 ff.,avee

Index de 4 pp., rel. en velin, £5. Environ 1610

Manuscrit precieux, contenant les annates et les genealogies de 222 families nobles,

est d'une grande importance pour l'histoiie de lTtalie. La valeur du Manuscrit est de

beaucoup augmentee par les annoiries qui sont dessinees ca et la dans le volume.

47 GENEALOGIES of Bbitisii Noble Families, MS. on 184 pp. ofpaper, roy.

folio, neatly written and tabulated, containing genealogical lists of nearly

200 titl.dfamilies, beginning with Aylesbury (Bruce) and ending with JVent-

worth, £3. 10« " * 1770-96

48 GOMBAUD. Les OISEAUX de le GUTANNE, points par Ogieb de

Gombaud, 2 vols, royal folio, 108 oeiginal coloubed drawings, contain

ing representations o/'429 different species of Birds, AN UNIQUE AND

VERY VALUABLE UNPUBLISHED WORK on the Natural Uistory

of Gutana, neatly bound in hf. green morocco gilt, the Gem ofMr. Gub-

nei's library, £75. Cayenne, 1803-8

This extraordinary work is the production of a French gentlemen named Ogier de

Gombaud, who had been exiled to Guyana for some politial reason, at the beginning of the

present century. While there he determined to write the history of the birds of that coun

try, and the above are his original drawings, with the descriptions. Not the least curious

feature in the book is the dedication to the Eternal, in which he implores the blessing o

Providence on the work, and thanks him in that he has given him " le courage, les talcns,

pour copier scs inimitables onvrages, les moyens de le fairc, la sante pour les finir dans un

horrible pays ou Ton lutte snns cesse entre la vie et la mort." The birds are painted in a

peculiar manner, rrhitc being apparently used as the ground-colour, while the other colours

are beautifully worked in, each 'feather being distinctly delineated. This method gives the

drawings the appearance of oil- paintings, and their fine effect can only have been the result of

the most tedious labour and wonderful perseverance. The different species arc character

istically figured, the Vultures, Eagles, Falcons and other Baptores being represented cap

turing or devonring their prey. The Cypselid* (Swifts) are represented with their peculiar

nests, the Caprimulgidse (Goatsuckers) hunting moths ; and the appearance of every

picture is further enhanced by the tasteful arrangement of scenery and foliage. The birdg

are faithfully coloured, and some of the brighter-plumaged ones, such as the Orioles, Tana-

gers, Toucans and Trogons arc very finely painted. There are three plates of Trochilidss

(Humming birds) containing representations of 37 different species, and introducing the

well-known anecdote of the Tarantula. The first volume embraces the various genera as

far as the Kingfishers and the Todies, while the second, commencing with the Woodpeckers,

which comprise some of the best drawings, gives figures of all the other genera down to

the Terns and Petrels. Mr. Gurney has mude some MS. observations with reference to

many of the species, but the majority are not yet scientifically named, and many figures of

birds could be identified which are not now found in Guyana, thus rendering the work of

peculiar interest with regard to the Natural History of that country at the end of the last

century.
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49 GUELF FAMILY. GenealogiaB Principum Guelforum, large 8vo. 2 Genea

logical Tables and 41 Drawings of Figures, (Portraits of Quelfs), carefully

tracedfrom an old German Manuscript, with the names affixed to each, half

morocco, 32* ca. 1828

The original Manuscript from which this one is traced, was formerly in the possession

of the famous antiquary, Schilter. It derives no little interest and value from its connexion

with the royal family of England.

50 HALLEY (Edmond the Astronomer) Journals of VOYAGES in his Majesty's

Pink, the Paramore, intended for the discovery of the Variation of the

Magneticall Compass, (1698, 1699, and 1701), 3 parts, two in one vol. roy.

folio, calf, and the third small folio, sd. diagrams, small charts, and tablet,

from the Marquis of Hastings' library, £2. 12s Gd 1700-1

The first two Journals are fair copies made for Halley j the third, 1701, is in his

autograph. Some of the results of these important voyages were laid before the Royil

Society, but the Journals were never published.

51 HASTINGS' LIBRARY. Catalogue of the Books, MSS. and Prints, the pro

perty of Earl Moira, Donington Castle, Leicestershire, sm. folio, neat MS.

hf. bd. 20s circ. 1825

52 HAYES' (C.) Drawings of Birds. A collection of Thirty-fire Original Draw

ings by this celebrated Ornithological Draughtsman, exquisitelyfinished in

colours, each named, and having the artisfs signature, impl. folio, green MO

ROCCO, super extra, gold tooling on sides, gilt edges, by J. Wright, £8. 1808-11

Recently priced £10. 10*.

53 HERALDIC COLLECTIONS. A very interesting and curious large folio

volume of Heraldic Papers of the XVIth and XVIIth Centuries, consisting

of Pedigrees, copies of Grants of Arms, (some in the Autographs of the

famous Antiquaries and Heralds Camden, Peter Le Neve, Sir R. St. George,

R. Cooke, Dethick, and others), Arms emblazoned and in trick, &c. mounted

in <t volume, large folio, bound in russia, from Dr. TVellesley's library, £20.

1590-1700

Most of the documents are apparently the originals made by the various heralds at

the request of members of families, copies of which were delivered over to the inquirers. A

pedigree of the Kings of England, in the handwriting apparently of Camden, ends with

Queen Elizabeth, and Arabella Stuart, in 1596.

The volume contains, among other papers, the arms and crests of the Knights of the

Bath made in 1616, Pedigrees of the Families of Dowdnll, Browne, Walgrave, Warren,

Malpas, Tamhorn, Villers, Stafford, Strangwaies, Oxenbridge, Dod, Halse, James, Frere,

Beanchamp, Martyn, Sydenham, Walcott, Savage, Bacon, Weston, Shaw, St. John, Plow-

den, Hare, Kendall, Cavendish, Wilson, Dixwell, Perkins, Leonard, Browne, Dering, Tin-

dall, Tylston, Gefferey, Midleton, Bowyer, &c. &c. Many of the coats qf arms are em-

blazoned on a Innje tcalr. This volume contains documents ofincalculable value for future

writers, and must be regarded as one of Dr. Wellesley's greatest treasures.

54 HIERONYMI Epistolje. Petit-in-folio, MS. sur VELIN, rel. en parchemin,

£12. Ferrare, 1467

Beau manuscrit, ecrit sur 286 ff. de tres-fin ct blanc vault. La premiere page est

encadrue dansune bordurc arabesque des plus belles, renfermant unegrande initiate, et deux

figures peintes, dont l'une semble etre ecusson. La souscription a la fin du volume demontre

que " Joannes Grassus Carpcnsis" de Ferrare en fut le scribe, et qu'il tormina le manuscrit

le 28 de Fevrier, 1167. Une autre note au commencement, est ecrite par " Frater Baptist*

Pannetus, ordinis Carmel." qui avait charge Grassus de l'execution de ce manuscrit et

d'un autre de Suetonius.

•55 HOLLAND (John) Heraldic Manuscripts, chiefly Extracts from Harleian

MSS. sni. 4to. with drawings of Coats of Arms in colours, old calf, 15*

ca. 1680-1800

56 HOROLOGIUM Magnum et Troparium, Horas Officii Divini continens,

Graece, thick sm. 4to. fine Byzantine Manuscript upon Bombyx paper, dated

in the year 6982, A.M. of the Constantinopolitan Era, in the original binding,

having a portion ofone leaf torn off, £8. 1474

This beautiful specimen of Greek Caligraphy is mentioned in Mr. Coxe's Eeport to

H. M. Government on Manuscripts in the Levant. It measures 8 inches by 51
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57 INNOCENTH III (Lotharii) Opera Minora : de Contemptu Mundi ; de

Virtutibus et Vitiis ; Veteris ac Novi Testamenti Biblia versiculis compre-

hensa ; Tractatus Theologiei ; de Sacraraentis ; Sermones ; de Pollucione

Nocturna, 12mo. Manuscript on velltjm (310 pages), written by an

English scribe, having on first leaf the autograph of P. Noy de Sandwico

{Sandwich), calfgilt, £4. 4* * Sec. XIV.

Of these works, by the Pope who obliged King John of England to surrender and do

homage for his crown. Cave only mentions the de contemptu Muntli, and the Sermones.

58 IRISH AND SCOTCH MSS. A small 4to. volume, from the Marquis of

Hastings' library, containing the following pieces :—

1. GIRALDI CAMBRENSIS Topographia Hiberniae, not perfect, beginning

at the end of the fifteenth chapter, and occupying 24 leaves, beautiful MS.

on vellum Sec. XIV.

With some marginal notes in an Elizabethan hand. The last leaf contains

the table of contents and also a curious Map ofEngland, Ireland, and the

Orkneys. Copies of this work are extremely rare, especially ancient ones,

and the difference between them and the printed text is very great.

2. Petri Adelfunsi prsefatio in Clericalem Disciplinary 1 leaf'of vel. cir. 1400

3. Hugonis DE S. Victore Excerpta de libris Sacramentorum, 18 haves,

elegant MS. on vellum Sec. XIV.

4. Calrnonnum Hospitalis EbcrttoneiigiS, 6 leaves containing the calendar for

the twelve months, with Illuminated Initials, Borders, and 24 elegant little

Miniatures of remarkablyfine execution, Oil thin vellum circ. 1395-1400

Several notes have been added, during the years 1400 to 1540 con

cerning the deaths ofeminent persons, amongst whom we find JAMES I.

in February 1437 ; " DAVID de LYNDYSAI, . . . Com. de CRAU-

FORD," whose death is dated the 10th of March 1407 (not February

as stated in the Lives of the Lindsays); ROBERT II. in 1390;

ROBERT DE BRUYS, 1329 ; PATRICK Earl of STRATHERYN in

1412 ; EUFEMIA, COUNTESS of STRATHERYN in 1415 ; HENRY

DOUGLAS, 1392. The connection of this MS. with the history of the

noble families of Scotland, especially the Lindsays, gives it an additional

value beyond its rarity as a specimen of Scotch missal-painting.

•5. "Writ of Edward I. in Latin, confirming the election of William Fitz-

John as Bishop of Ossory, one leaf of vellum London, 1302

6. Irish Eleoies upon the Lives and Deaths of distinguished personages,

Archbishop Cautwell of Cashel, James Purcell, Baron of Luaghma, etc.

(including an account of Sir John Mandeville ■ " Seon Manndual")

19 leaves of neatly written MS. in an elegant Irish character, on vellum,

with the signature of the owner " Cahill Conwye is Booke " in an

Elizabethan hand circ. 1500

7. Quatuor Principia Nature, etc.: a philosophical treatise in Irish,

elegantly written, on 19 leaves of vellum Sec. XV.

The excessive rarity of really old Irish MSS. on vellum is well known.

A number of modern transcripts upon paper fetched enormous prices at

the late Hastings sale. The above two articles (Nos. 6 and 7) are

mentioned in Lhuyd's catalogue of Irish MSS. (at the end of the Archae-

ologia) as belonging to Lord Clarendon.

8. Account of Ireland and its language, 7 8vo. leaves ofpaper, folded, partly

in Spanish and partly in Latin, but evidently by an Irish priest cir. 1630

9. The Nine Worthies, in old English verse, wanting the commencement,

but well preserved and clearly written upon paper, 8 leaves with about 28

lines per page circ. 1400

The language is very curious, and although a certain metre is observed,

yet for the most part there is no rhyme.

together in 1 vol. old calf

A PRECIOUS COLLECTION, =6100. Sec. XIV-XVII.

A representative of the Trustees of the British Museum is said to have spent two ^
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days in the examination of this wonderful volume— certainly the most valuable in the

Library of the Marquis of Hastings. But he was sufficiently inconsiderate to let this

treasure slip from his hands at the sale.

59 KEATING (Geoffrey) Foitus Feasa ar Eirinn, le Seathrun Ceating, folio,

neat Irish MS. of the History of Ireland, pp. xxiii. and 174, bound in old

calf, from the Marquis ofHastings' library, afc'2L. 1718

Extremely valuable, as it is well known how great a difference exists between the

original work and the printed editions of the translation. The text itself has never been

published. The great rarity of MSS. of Heating's History of Ireland, is shewn by the

circumstance that there is only an imperfect copy in the celebrated Stowe collection of

Irish MSS. O'Connor, in the Bibl. Stowensis mentions the existence of four copies in

various places. The above may perhaps be one of the four.

60 KEATING. Tri Bior-ghaothe an Bhais, re Seuthrun Ceiting: the

Three Darts of Death, by Geoffrey Keating, author of the History of

Ireland, aq. 8vo. very neat MS. 341 pp. from the library of the Duke of

Sussex, old calf, £2. (>a Copied by Richard Tubber, 1710

This MS. was originally presented by Sir William Betham to the Duke of Sussex.

ITALIAN POETRY:

01 (BOCCACCIO, Cicerchia, Mattia da Prato, ttc.) Passione di Giesu Cristo

—Bisurrezione di Gesu Cristo—Vendetta di Tito—Di del Giudizio,

4 parts in 1 vol. 4to Manuscript, in semi- Gothic letter, hf. bd. £5. Sec. XIV.

A very valuable Testo di Lingua, in ottava rima, comprising an unknown and

unpublished Poem on the Fall of Jerusalem. It is the third piece in the volume, and

embodies a curious legend about the Emperor Titus, who is supposed to have been secretly

a Christian, and to have avenged the passion and death of Christ by the slaughter of the

Jews and the capture of the sacred city. The final verse contains a curious wish that the

Christians should act like him and rescue the Holy Sepulchre from the " Saracen dogs.

A similar legend exists in prose, unpublished also, as appears from the mention by Palermo

(MSS. della Palatina, p. 298), but it is shorter and less complete than the valuable poem

now offered for sale. The Patsione was first published in the 15th century, and has been

reprinted from MSS. in the present century, but the present copy differs very materially

from the other versions, and is of much importance for the collation of the text. The

Rinutrezione was also printed in the form of Rappresenlazionc at an early period, but also

with considerable difference. The MS. is divided as follows :—The Passion consists of

265 stanzas, and begins on the obverse of the first leaf, ending on the obverse of the thirty-

fourth, with a drawing of the Cross, Crown of Thorns, etc. beneath the last stanza. The

Resurrection begins thus : " El nltro di cbella' paschua seghuia," on the obverse of the

thirty-fifth leaf and ends on the obverse of the 67th, consisting of 260 stanzas. The

Revenge of Titus consists of 106 stanzas, and occupies leaves 68-86. (The corner of leaf

"8 has been torn off, so that a few words arc missing). The Judgment-Day occupies leaves

87-96, and contains 68 stanzas. All the MS. is in one handwriting, and displays various

peculiarities of orthography and language which are very interesting from a linguistic

point of view. The letters I and r are interchangeable, as in grolia for gloria, sprendore for

splendore, multiprichnta for multiplicata, etc. The scribe writes ellautre dean* for slfltrt

and other similar words—which seems to indicate a northern origin.

62 GALLO DE MON LE SANO (Phvlenio). Per la Florida Madona Lyha

Veta. di virtu ornatyssima, Sonetti e altre Eime ; in-8vo. demi-rel.

maroquin, £8. 8* Sec. XV.

La premiere page est ornce d'une belle bordure a figures, conlenant le portrait de la

dame, et en bas un dessin qui porte les mots : " Hos coniunxit amor." Une note manus-

crite au commencement du volume, le d^crit ainsi :—" Grazioso codice del XV. Scntto

ad imitazione del Petrarca. Conosciuto dal Roscoe che nella sua vita di Leone X., dice

esser vissuto verso la meta del XV. sec. A quanto pare egli non e conosciuto ne dal

Qtiadri ne da Tiraboschi."

63 SALTEEIO. Versione del Salterio e dei Cantici che si leggono nel Breviano,

in elegie Latine e Toscane, opera di N. N. Sacerdote Fiorentino, in-foho,

demi-maroquin, non-rogne, £2. Sec. XVII-

Manuscrit inedit, en deux parties, dont la premiere contient une version ltalienne en

distiques rimes, et une version metrique Latine. La seconde partie contient la meme ver

sion Latine, et une nouvelle traduction ltalienne in ottuva rima, uvccletexte de lavulgate

en tete. La preface au lecteur assure que le traducteur n'avait pas cu 1'intention de "vrer

son ouvrage nu public, mais que les louanges de scs amis l'avait decide autremenU Une

note endorsee donne a l'auteur le nom de Scarpona.
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64 CAPASSO, Nicola. Prove di Otnero stravestute a la Napoletana, con Indice

di Parole Napoletane, 2 parties en 1 vol. in-4to. Manuscrit de ■plus de 500

pp. rel. en veau, 36* 1760

Ce MS. semble avoir cte prepare pour la publication par Oennaro Aversa qui le dedie

a James Gray. l'Ambassadeur Anglais en Sicilc. Plus turd, on publia le texte dans lo

recueil des poetes Napolitains, (dont Capasso est le principal) raais sans lc Lexique qui

donne tant de vulcur ii cc Manuscrit.

05 JOSEl'HI (Flavii) Antiquitates Judaic®, Latine versa? per Eu£Bnutn Pres-

byterum Aquilejensem, Liber I—XI cap. 8, folio, Manuscript on VELLUM

167 leaves, ancient wooden binding, with the title written on the side, under

a covering oftransparent horn, £70. Sec. X.

Written in a fine bold Latin character, closely similar to that of the Rabnnus MS. in

Corbie Abbey, executed in the 9th century, of w hich Mabillon gives a facsimile, (de Re

Diplom. 363). The diphthong re is always written with separate letters, and the genitive case

of Jo'ephus has, not an i, but a y at the end, crowned with a dot. The first nine leaves

are supplied in a handwriting probably of the thirteenth century. Iu the added pages, the

text is divided into chapters and adorned with three initials, but in the older MS. there are

no divisions. This is undoubtedly one of the most ancient MSS. extant of the Latin ver

sion of Josephus. I have only seen a notice of two other copies, both of the twelfth cen

tury, and one of them very imperfect, which are at Oxford.

GO JUST1NI clarissimi historici super historiis Trogi Pompei Epythoma. 4to. fine

MS. on VELLUM, 125 leaves, bound in parchment, £8. 15* Sec. XIV.

Beau manuscrit sur v£lin, la premiere page ornee d'une elegantcbordure d'arabesqucs,

les initiales pcintes ct rehnusst'es d'or. L'ecriture est d'uu caractere lUilien tres-net ct

lisible, mais le style en a qucU|UC chose qui lui est particulier.

67 Knight (Robert) Names and Arms of all the Baronets and Knights of the

Bath, 1603-16, 12mo. MS. of 48 leaves, above 200 Coats of Arms, emblazoned

in colours, and curious dedication, hf. calf, from Dr. Wellesley's library, 10*

1616

Bound up with " Dugdale's Usage in beaming Arms, 1 682," etc.

68 LECTIONAE1UM site Evangelistarium, Grace, largo 4to. Manuscript

on VELLUM, afragment of an ancient Church Service, finely written in a

large hand, in double columns, bound in red morocco extra, A'10. 10*

Sec. XIIT.

Interesting as an example of the workmanship of the period. There are some curious

initial letters, coloured ; and the whole character of the handwriting is antique and primi

tive. The dative iota is always omitted, the \f/ has the cross-shape, and the i and v are

dotted.

69 LEWIS (A.) Discription of both the Universities of CAMBRIDGE and

OXFORD, with their Amies, and the Armes of every Colledge in both of

them, with the firste Founders and principall Benefactors ; of the number

of Bishoprijcks in England andWalles, with their Armes, and the Armes of

diuers Bishops that ruled in that sea, with a Catalogue of their names,

12mo. Manuscript, 363 pp. very neatly written by A. Lewis, sometime

Student in Cambridge, and 185 coloured drawings of Coats of Arms, and MS.

Index added by T. Willement, Esq., purple velvet, gilt edges, £10. 1587

The Oxford and Cambridge description ends on paj;e 86, and the 89th is occupied

by an emblazoned coat of Arms of Robert Dudley, Karl of Leicester, Chancellor of Ox

ford, 1587.

70 LITDRG1A GR^ECA, cum MUSICA. The Service for the Transfiguration,

in Greek, with MUSICAL NOTATIONS, 12mo. Manuscript on paper,

bound in red morocco extra, ornamented back and sides after the antique, by

Bedford, .£10. 10* ' Sec. XV.

This very curious MS. was written in the island of Crete, as appears from the heading

— 11 rat Tavra jcafiwf ^/aWovrat 7rapa Kvp. fiivtStKrov ETTLaicoiroirovXov JlpwriuTrajra

iroXtwc PvOu/ivtii." The town of Rhylhimnais in the north of Candia or Crete, as appears

from Ptolemy, and perhaps an examination of the records of Venetian domination in that

island may shew the exact time when the Protopapa flourished. The Music is singularly

noted, ar.d it is remarkable that where one syllable accompanies several notes, the vowels

arc duplicated or triplicated in spelling, as the case may be. There are two old vellum fly

leaves covered with Greek writing of the 10th or 11th Century.
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7L LONGMATE. Alphabet of Arms, collected by Barak Longmate, from 1760

to 1793, with References placed before the Names, showing the Authorities

from which collected, thick roy. 4to. Manuscript, containing Twenty

thousand Names, with description of Coats of Arms, russia, gilt edges,

£12. 12* 1793

The reference to an authority, which is added in every instance, gives this MS. a greater

value than most other books of the same kind, whether printed or in manuscript. It is the

work of a thoroughly experienced and practical Armorialist.

72 MATTHEWS (Admiral) Official Copies of Documents used on the Court

Martial upon Admiral Matthews, in all 24 pieces, sm. 4to. 20* 1745

A curious lot ; the result of the investigation was not made public, but the Admiral

retired from the navy. The charge against him was that he had failed to defeat the com

bined French and Spanish fleets opposed to him at Toulon in 1744.

73 MEDICI. Recueil de cinq opuscules manuscrits sur l'histoire de la famille

des_Medici et de leur domination a Florence, 12* Sec. XVIII.

1. Copied'une " Cronichctta sopre le azioni di I-orcnzodci Medici, in forma di lettcra

di B. Salimbcni a Guicciardini," 137 pp. pet in-fol. ; 2. Origine e Uescendenza della casa

de' Medici, 153 pp. in-4to. ; 3. Copic du Testament de " Gio : Gastone ultimodci Medici,"

1731, 20 pp. in-12mo. ; 4. Confutazione dellostorico M. Hruto in riguardo alle accuse date

a Cosimo de' Medici, 17 pp. in-4to. ; 5. Estratti dell' opere di G. Bianchini, 78pp. in-4to.

Medici, Loeenzo dei— see post Priscian.

74 MILAN. Akme Milanesi, etc. Un tres-gros volume in-folio, rel. en cuir it

russie, £l(i. 10* Sec. XVII.

Manuscrit contenant pres de 15.000 Armoiries coloriees. pardiverses mains; quelquei

unes fort grandes. Les noms des families sont ajoutcs, ^tant pour la plupart Italiens, parti-

culierement Milanais, mais beaucoup d'autres, Allemaiuls, Ksclarons, Francais, Espagnols,

Flamands, Anglais et Ecossais s'y trouvent aussi. Les dessins sont rudes ct le blasonne-

ment tres-peu artistiquc, mais lelivre doit avoir beaucoup de valeur, comme grand Tresor

d'Armoiries.

75 MISSALB R0MANUM, small folio, MS. upou VELLUM,

written in large and regular Gothic characters, with rubricated initials, some

of them illuminated and very large, and the Music noted in various places,

in the original wooden binding, the upperface inlaid irith brass plates, charged

with elaborate work, one large central figure in high relief, almost nine inches

long, executed in brass, with two ivoryfigures of less size, at the side, andfour

smallerfigures carved in the corners, j£80. See. XIV.

A very remarkable specimen of mediaeval work in metals, and ivory.

The cover alone would make this MS. one of the most curious articles to be

seen in a gentleman's library.

76 MUSIC. A very curious ENGLISH MS. of the early part of the Seven

teenth Century, containing Antony Holboiine's Cradle of Concettes, La-

criuise by Dowlande, Blundeuill's last farewell, by W. Hollis, and Fancies,

Galliards, etc. by DowlaDde and others, many of whose names are unmen-

tioned by Burney and Hawkins, small folio, in original stamped calf bind

ing, £5. circa 1620

Most of the Music in this volume cannot be found elsewhere, and as nothing is more

eagerly sought for at the present time than the works of early English Composers, it is dif

ficult to prize too highly the MS. now offered to collectors.

77 ORDINARY OF ARMS, sm. 4to. Ancient Manuscript, containing several

hundred Coats of Arms, neatly emblazoned in colours, with a couple of rude

portraits, calf neat,from Dr. Wellesley's library, £4. 10* dr. 1500-1650

The greater part of the book of Arms was executed about the end of Henry VII's

reign,and the rest by continuators at various times till the middle of the seventeenth century.

78 ORDINARY OF ARMS, sq. 8vo. MS. 59 very neatly emblazoned Coats of

Arms, chiefly of English country families, hf. bd. 20* cir. 1600
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79 OFFICIUM Beatre Viro-inis Marioe secundum Consuetudinem

Curiae Romanse cum Calendario, lGtno. Manuscript on VELLUM, beautifully

written by an Italian Scribefor a Member of the Family of Aldobrandini,

whose Asms are painted beneath thefirst two Miniatures, adorned with letters

> of gold, illuminated capitals, elegant borders, and 11 superb MINIATURES,

chefs-d'ceuvke of their kind, and evidently done by a master hand, bound

in blue velvet, gilt edgei, £92. circa 1490

From Sir Thomas Gage's library.

Amongst illuminated Missals and Books of Hours, this little Gem must

take the very highest rank. Such an example of Calligraphic Art is not

easily met with. In that age of Tuscan magnificence, when Art and Li

terature both revived aud rose to the summit of their grandeur, all that

genius could devise was lavished to adorn the luxuries of the great, and this

beautiful little Prayer- Book is a specimen of what could be accomplished at

the desire, and for the pleasure of a great Prince of the Church.

SO ORDINARY OF AEMS, sm. folio and sq. 8vo. 2 vols, above 1500 Chats of

Arms neatly tricked, some being the originals inlaid, and others " carefully

tricked from those which were much decayed," copied by F. Pawiey, 1831,

bound, £6. 10s dr. 1600, and J 831

Formerly in the possession of Peter Le Neve, with a few notes in his autograph.

The Arms chiefly relate to families in the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, Kent,

Yorkshire, and Shropshire, although there are numerous examples from other counties.

They are particularly valuable as shewing thefull quartering! of many important families

and personages. There is a good Index at the commencement of the folio volumei There

is also a curious drawing of an Earl and Countess's Hearse.

81 ORDINARY OF AEMS, thick sm. 4to. Manuscript, 165 drawings of Coats

of Aems and Ceests, many of them coloured, with a complete Index added,

which contains over 2500 names, vellum, £9. Scec. XVII.

Under the different headings Bears, Trefoils, Death's Heads, Bones, Stags, Unicorns,

Toads, Spiders, &c. &c. the names of Families are given bearing them in their Arms.

The manuscript appears to have belonged to Richard Mawson, Portcullis (who died on

the same day, Sept. 2, 174S, the warrant was made out for appointing him Windsor

Herald), and it afterwards passed into the possession of John Warburton, Somenet. It

came finally to Willement, who bought it of Barak Lougmate.

82 ORDINARY OF ARMS. Collection of Arms, being tho "Work-book of

TuostAS Pkttson, Arms-Painter at the Signe of the Kings' Arms, on

LudgateHill, folio, neatly tricked Drawings, with Index of about 400 names,

hf calf, £3. 16« 1691

This collection is valuable and interesting, as it consists chiefly of the Arms of English,

Scotch, and Irish Nobility of the 17th century, with their Crests, Supporters, and Mottoes,

which are not easy to obtain. Thomas Penson was probably descended from William

Penson, Lancaster Herald, 1613. Most of the drawings in this book are considerably older

than the date given above. At the end there is a large Coat of Arms, marked at the side

"seat out of France in July, 1559," at foot of which appear the following rhymes:—

The Armes of Mary Queen Dolphincs of France

The noblest I.ady on earth for till advance

Of Scotland Queenc and of England also

. Of Ireland als God hath providitt so.

83 OXFORD. Deeds and Documents relating to Property in the City of

Oxford, apparently in tho ownership of Balliol College, 5 on parchment

and 3 on paper, 25s 1604- 1701

84 PARLIAMENT. Eights of Electors determined by the House, folio,

MS. of 306 pp. neatly tcritten and ruled, with alphabetical Index, old calf,

£2. 10s circ. 1711

Very valuable as containing a digest of all the legislation upon the franchise down to

1711, with respect to every town and borough in England. The compiler intended to

have done the same for Scotland, but very little has been added.

1
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85 PADUA. Dotti de' Dauli, Alessandro. Dell' edificatione di Patalamia al

Monte Rosso, detto poi Eugania e da Antenore re-edificata, fu nomioata

Patavia laquai fu poi chiamata Padova con la narratione delle cose piu

notabili di essa e delle sue Famiglie. Petit in-4to. relié en vieux maroquin

rouge, richement doré, les armoiries de Vauteur peintes sur les plats,

£15. 15s 1622

" Manuscrit original d'un ouvrage utile et intéressant qui est reste inédit. It est bien-

écrit, et contient environ 180 armoiries blasonnées, avec l'histoire des familles nobles à qui

elles appartenaient, arrangée en ordre alphabétique, et un Indice pour trouver les noms des

familles dont une description particulière n'est pas donnée." This useful and beautiful

volume was formerly in the possession of Lord North, whose book-plate is on the cover.

86 PALAFOX y Mendoza, l'Archevêque de la Puebla. Beatificationis et

Canonizationis ejus Animadversiones Bottinii aliorumque ; pet. in-folio,

vélin, £2. 10s 1690-99

Recueil des divers documents et lettres des dignitaires de la Société do Jésus et autres

relatifs à la dispute entre les Jésuites en Mexique et l'Archevêque, en Espagnol, en

Italien, ou en Français, la plupart manuscrits. Tous ces saints pères professent de ne pas

croire que Palafox fut l'auteur de la lettre horrible qu'il écritit à l'égard des Jésuites—

cette lettre étant le seul obstacle à sa canonisation.

88 PATENT ROLLS of Edward IL, Richard I., and John, and Pipe Rolls of

Stephen and Henry IL, transcribed by Roger Dodsworth, the well-known

Antiquary, folio, neat MS. hf. calf, £4i. 5s cir. 1660

Some of Dodsworth's collections were published between 1655 and 1673, under the

title of Monasticum Anglicanum, but the contents of the present MS. were never printed.

The volume contains in addition printed Patents of Creation, Grants of Supporters, Form of

Retour, 8tc, MS. copies of Licences to wear Foreign Orders, &c, also numerous cuttings

from the London Gazette respecting Changes of Name and Assumption of Arms, Royal

Appointments, and Grants of Title, with MS. Index.

89 PEERAGE OF ENGLAND, sm. folio, very neat MS. of 69 leaves, rough calf,

from the Marquis of Hastings' Library, £12. circ. 1642

Evidently written by some personage of high position. This MS. contains the names

of all the peers who held titles ^with an account of their origins, etc.) in the" most happy

raigne " of Charles I.

90 PEERS. Arms of English Peers, temp. Q. Elizabeth, sq. 8vo. Manuscript,

from the Collections of Barak Longmaie and Willement, urith their

Autographs, 70 Coats of Abms. very neatly tricked, hf. russia. 24* cir. 1590

A curious MS. The name of Cecil, Lord Burleigh, is written Sitsill, which no doubt

represents the old pronunciation.

91 PLATINEE, Bartholomei, Vit» Sixti IV. pars ; cum Diariis et commentariis

Jacobi Volterani, 1478—84, praîfato Onuphrio Panvinio ; Diarii di Gentile

Delfino, 1316—1480, e di Stefano Infissura sin' al 1494, e di Sobastiano

Branca Talini sino al 1517 ; en un gros volume, in-4to, velin,

£2. Sec. XVII.

Manuscrit important pour l'histoire de l'église ; la partie de l'ouvrage de Platina qui

forme la première section du volume, en est la seule pièce qui ait été imprimée.

92 PORTOLANO, ove si contiene tutto il costaggio di Terra Firma comin-

ciando dal Porto S Mario, dentro Gibilterra, e si gira sino alla montagna

Erminia, folio, with Index, MS. upon paper, much damaged by fire, but the

text complete, in a blue morocco case, with flaps, £2. 10s Sac. XVII.

93 Poetugal. Traite's, eu Latin, sur la Loi de Mariage, etc., par Acosta,

Barboza, Valasco, Da Veiga; en un volume, in-folin, velin, 15* 1577-80

Manuscrit d'environ 600 ff., un peu endommagé, tres-bien écrit, avec des lettres

initiales curieuses.

94 PRISCIANI GRAMMATICA. Ars Prisciani viri eloquentissimi Gram-

matici, sm. 4to. 211 ff. original Medicean binding, £10. 10s Sec. XIII.

Manuscrit précieux, sur vélin, dans la reliure que lui donna le grand Laurent db

Medicis, dont il formait partie de la bibliothèque. Les lettres initiales sont tres-curieuses

dans le genre grotesque et entrelacé ; et le texte présente beaucoup de leçons diveria qui

seraient fort utiles pour une nouvelle édition de cette grammaire. Le scribe a écrit les

citations grecques en lettres onciales. L'inscription " ad Julianum Consulem," qui a éti

omise par Krehl, se trouve en téte du texte. Le deux derniers feuillets sont d'une main

plus moderne.
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95 PEISCIANI de Grammatica, Libri XV. ; pet. in-4to. 243 ff. maroquin brvn,

tr. dor. £7. 10* Sec. XV.

Manuscrit important, ecrit sur velin. Le premier ct les demiers fenillets sont

endotn mages, mais le livre est nutrement complet, dang nne belle ecriture Italienne, orne

de capitales, peintes et rehaussees d'or. Le texte en est tres par, et les citations Grecqnea

sont ajoutecs par anc autre main que celle du scribe. Les differences qui existent entre

ce Manuscrit et 1'edition imprimco de Krehl sont remarquables : une collation en serait

necessaire pour toute edition future. On voit l'inscription ad Juluinum Conmlem, et le

dernier livre (XV.) est le meme que Krehl a reparte en deux (XV. et XVI.) H est

remarquable que a MS. ne fait par mention de Theodoras.

96 EAC1NE. Gbotii, Excerpta ex Tragoediis et Comoediis Grsciis, Greece et

Latine, cum notis et Indice, sm. tbick 4to. maroon morocco, gilt edges, by

Lewis, Sir J. L. Knight Brace's copy, £2. 10* JParuiis, 1626

" Volume pen commnn."—Brunet.

This book contains manuscript notes in the autograph of the celebrated Racine, with

liis name on the title. They include additions to the text, and French translations. The

present copy fetched £4. 4* at Renouard's sale.

97 EECEIPTS for Medicinal Purposes, for Drinks, the making of "Wines,

Metheglins, Ales, Balsams, Oyntments, folio, 53 leaves, with Index, bd.

from the Library of the Marquis of Hastings, £2. 10* circ. 1620

A very curious MS. To most of the receipts the names of the persons who had tried

them are given, including Lady Deny, Mrs. Wright, Lord Manie, Lady Worcester, etc.

98 EEG1STEE de BEIEFS, 12mo. a curious old MS. on vellum, inscribed with

the preceding title by the former owner, (Sir W. Ouseley), containing

Charters, Letters, and Ordinances issued by Edward II. in Latin, old vellum

binding, formerly in the possession of Qeoi-ge Lascelles, with his Signature

and Coat of Arms, £3. 10s Sec. XIV-XV.

These copies were probably made not long after the date of the original instruments.

The MS. is of itself very interesting, as having almost certainly been the note-book of

some old English lawyer. On one page there is a list of the Judges of Assize in the

year 1820.

99 Eepp's Translations and Imitations, in Icelandic, from Wellesley's Anthologia

Polyglotta, sm. 8vo. autograph MS. of this celebrated scholar, hf. bd. 5s

cir. 1830

100 EETUBNS op His Majesty's Eohces, from December 17C8 to September

1775, apparently prepared monthly, but not entirely consecutive, 43 vols,

sm. 8vo. neatly written Tables of Synoptical Statistics, old red morocco, gilt

edges, £4. is 1768-75

101 EICC1, Giuliano de. Priorista Fiorentino nel quale e il simto et il ristretto

delle Casate e Famiglie Florentine antiche e moderne con un' Aggiunta

sino al 1606 ; pet. iu-folio, velin, £G. 6s Environ 1700

Manuscrit important in£dit. La preface de Rieci est datee de 1596 ; mais il semble

que d'autres mains ont continue l'histoire jnsqu'en 1700. Les noms sont ranges en ordre

alphabetique.

102 EOME. Eelatione curiosa delle Famiglie di Eoma, con Supplimento, pp.

108 and 51—Discorso de Cardinali, 90 pp. ; Alcuni Prelati in riga di esser

cardinali, 14 pp. ; Discorso sopra il Papa ed il Sacro Collegio, 1680,

47 pp.~ Fazioni dei Cardinali, 5 pp.—Eelatione della Corte di Eomafatta

dal Marchese di Biqliore, Ambasciatore di Savoia appresso il Pontefice,

1675, 102 pp. ; all in 1 vol. sm. 4to. in neat handwriting, hf. calf, £3. 3*

1670-80

A very interesting Biographical and Historical collection. The account of the

Roman families gives their genealogies, pedigrees, and short lives of the members. The

Discorso contains biographies of all the living Cardinals and the Prelates who would next

he raised to the purple, with a curious account of the factions into which they were

divided. This subject is continued in the supplementary pieces. The value of the

Ambassador's relation may be estimated by the fact that it was a circumstantial account

prepared for his master to whom it is addressed. He met Queen Christina at the Pope's

Court.

103 Eome. Ordijji e Statuti dell' Accademia del Disegno de' Pittori, Scultori

et Architetti di Eoma, sotto il titolo e padrocinio di San Luca ; pet. in-

folio, bos. 18* Vers 1630

Manuscrit sur papier) de 21 1 pp., de beaucoup d'importance pour l'histoire del'Art.

l 2
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104 SCLOPPETARIAN MEMOEANDA, by Mr. Peftchett, consisting of

Extracts, Cuttings, original MS. Observations and Experiments upon

Eifles, Eevolvers, Guns, Bullets, Bayonets, etc. with illustrative Drawings,

a most valuable and important collection, in 3 vols. sm. folio, tinted vellum,

£5. 1850-G3

At the present time of experiments in fire-arms, this collection ought to prove in

teresting and valuable.

105 SCOTLAND. Akms of Scotch Nobtlitt, roy. 8vo. Manuscript, with 54

coats in trick, and alphabetical index, bound, from Dr. Wellesley's library,

25s " dr. 1600

John Holland, the Herald-Painter, was the owner of this book. It was first pre

pared, as will appear from the text on p. 16, before James VI. became James L The

earlier alterations were made evidently in the reign of Charles I.

106 SENECA TEAGŒDIJE decern, cum Glossis, small folio, beautiful Italic

MS. on fine vellum, with the initials elegantly illuminated in gold

and colours, bound in old gilt russia in the Harleian style, £75.

Sec. XIV.

This most valuable Manuscript contains a vast number of Various Readings, very

important for the collation of printed editions, and the rectification of the text. Copies,

especially in complete state, are very rare ; one amongst the Arundel MSS. Brit. Museum

is perfect, another amongst the Burncy MSS. is defective ; two, in Lincoln College and

All Souls' at Oxford, arc defective and not so early by a century as the above. One in

Merlon College, equally old, has only seven Tragedies; and there is no copy in the

libraries of Lambeth, Durham, the Palatine at Florence, or that of the Dukes of Bur

gundy. Brussels. The glosses or running comments in the present MS. afford very

valuable interpretations and elucidations of the text.

107 SPAIN. Nobiliaiiio Gekealogico de las Casas Tlustres y de los Eeyes de

Espann ; in-folio, 300 pp. veau, £5. 1620

Manuscrit important inédit, illustré de 34 armoiries peintes et 27 grands arbres

généalogiques. Un poème sur l'origine et les blasons des Rois d'Europe, précède le

texte. L'auteur cite partout ses autorites.

108 LAUNAY, Sieur de. Ordre de la Bande ou de l'Escharpe Eouge institué *u

royaumo do Castillo. In 4to. manuscrit, relié en vélin, £2. 16s 1668-1680

Texte en Français, avec 62 armoiries blasonnées, et le dessin d'un Chevalier de

l'ordre, armé. A la fin dn volume se trouve, en Espagnol, une " Recopilacion de algunos

varones ilustres del apcllido De Tello." De Launay était Premier Héraut des Etats de

Flandre.

109 YELASCO. Despactio confirmatorio de los Blasones de Armas Nobles» y

Genealogia que corresponden a Don Clémente Fernandez de Velasco ; in

4to. charte officielle écrite sur vélin ornée de deux grands arbres généalogi

ques de 4 armories blasonnées, d'autres peintures, d'initiales enluminées,

etc., mais endommagée, rel. en maroquin rouge, £8. 8s Madrid, 1798

The Charter contains interesting historical information regarding the Genealogical

descent of the Velasco Familt, and its connection with the most noted and famous

houses of the old Spanish Aristocracy.

110 OSOEIO. Copia de la real cam-ee xecctoria de Hidalouia despachada en

favor de Don Juan Francisco Osorio, descendiente de Don Juan Gomez

Butron ; in 4to. charte officielle sur vélin avec 7 Armoiries blasonnées,

endommagée, maroquin rouge, £5. 5s Madrid, 1777

Les blasons sont de familles Osorio, Butron, Mora, Escovar, Amalte et Castellane.

111 STATUTI, Costumi, ed Ordinazioni délia Saora Eelioione Gebosolimitaju.

Petit-in-folio, Uiffi. rel. en velin, £2. 16s (1632)

Manuscrit inédit, portant sur le plat de la reliure les mot» " Camera Segreta."

112 THEEAMO (.lacobus de) Compendium de Eedemptione Generis Humani,

Consolatio Peccatorum nuncupatum et apud nonnullos Belial vocitatum

sive processus Luciferi contra Jesuin. Iu-folio, maroquin, 36s

Aversa, 1463
Manuscrit très-curieux de 118 ff., mais endommagé par l'eau. On sait quel est le

sujet de ce roman grotesque: le diable intente un procès contre le Christ pour lui avoir

dérobé les âmes du Purgatoire, et les deux partis plaident leur cause devant Salomon, qui

en est le juge.
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113 THERAMO (Jacobus de) Belial, in Teutsch, folio, 70 leaves, neat old Ger

man Manuscript on paper, with 35 large and spirited DRAWINGS,

coloured and partly illuminated with gold, representing the various scenes

of Christ's singular law-suit with the Devil, stamped Dutch vellum, £120.

Dated 1450

These singular drawings are of no common order ; in design and execution they re-

call some of the best productions of the early German artists. The volume is thus in

scribed at end ; " Anthonius Riittel de I'airmenchmgn hoc scripsit domino sou Gabrielc

Miller, hoc tempore scriptor suus, 1450." On the first page appears the following in

scription by a former owner: "Mir Matheus Swartzcn gehcrig, 1531, vom allten Michel

Ewller kaufft." The language of the translator's preface is curious, he states," Ich han

mich gedacht ich woll mich versuchen ob ich ze teiitsch mug pringn daz puch daz da

betracht ob Iba Marien sun daz recht hab gehabt da er die hell ua die tuefel hat

beraubt."

114 THORKELIN, Lexicon Islandico-Latinum, stout roy. 8vo. neat un

published MS. Ids. £2. 16s Kaupmannah. circ. 1790

Dedicated to the first Marquis of Hastings, when Lord Rawdon, as follows : Ver-

duligum Herra sinum Lavardi liawdon er thessi Orda-Bok tileignut." This MS. the

work of one of the greatest masters of Old Norse that ever lived, is almost invaluable toscholars of the present day for whom Icelandic lexicography has accomplished so little.

115 VENICE. Chronica de tuta la provintia de Venexia : J. Come Atila Fla-

gelum Dei vene in Italia o la destrutione lui fexe. ... 2. De li Re e

Inparadori. ... 3. De tuti li offitii e dignita de Venexia. ... 4.

Chronica (jusqua 1490). ... 5. Tute le Chasade de li Zentil Homini

de Venexia. ... En un volume, pet. iu-fol. rel. en velours, tr. dor.

£12. 12s Environ 1500

Mannscrit inedit, contcnant 170 Armoiries Blasonnees, avee quclques pages

ornces de bordures peintes et initiates enluminees.

116 CRONICA di tutti li Dogi di Venetia con le Abmi loro et origine dello

Casate. Pet. in-4to. demi-rel. £4. 4s (Fenise, 1556-1658)

Mannscrit inedit, contcnant 107 armoiries blasonnees, avec unc courte notice sur

chaque Doge. Le titrc est encadre dans une tordure peinte a figures. La plupart du

volume, depuis le commencement jnsqu'a l'election de Lauientio Friuli en 1556, est

d'une ecriture belle et ronde ; la continuation est sans donte de la main de quelqu'un qui

herita le manuscrit. Ni les blasons ni l'ecriture de cctte partie nc sont comparables a ceux

de la premiere.

117 FAMIGLIE VENETE, un gros volume pet. in-4to. rel. en maroquin rouge,

tr. dor. £8. 10s 1631

Manuscrit de 825 pp. contenant des notices de 160 families Venetiennes, avec plus do

220 armoiries blasonnees, et un index alphabetique.

118 LIBRO DE NOBILI, con li nomi, che sono nati sino 1G59 con tutti li

sponsalitii, et di casata in casata la sua Abma, iu-12mo. veau, £4. 4* 1659

Manuscrit de 450 pp. avec 218 armoiries blasonnees, et un index alphabetique dc

195 families.

119 FAMIGLIE DI VENEZIA. Pet. in-4to. veau, £4. 4* See. XVI.

" Manuscrit du 1 62 pp. contenant des notices de 1 30 families illustres, avec 1 7 1 armoiries

blasonnees." With autograph of Win. Ouseley on the cover, and on the sides the arms of

the Latton Family, with motto, " Mors potior macula," stamped in gold.

120 VERONA. Schebli, Giaeomo. Brevi notizie delle cose piu rimaroabili dolla

citta di Verona. Pet. in. 4to. Irochi, 25s 1752

Manuscrit in£dit de 123 pp. prepare pour la publication, avec une preface datee dc

Verone, 1752.

121 WILLEMENT (T.) Index to the Effigies of Saints, Prophets, etc. stout sm.

8vo. MS. with a List of the Works which have been consulted, and

references to the same by means of initial letters, above 150 pp. entirely

occupied by writing, the rest of the book blank, calf, a most useful work,

£2. 5s [18A3]

122 WOLFE (General) Copy of Orders written by him, folio, neat MS. bd. from

Marquis of Hastings' sale, £2. 16* " circa 1759

Beginning with Instructions for young officers, and proceeding with the Orders he

issued from 1748 in Scotland till 1759 in Canada, up to the day before his death. This

MS. forms a perfect picture of the mind and the career of the famous soldier who fell at

Quebec.
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123 XENOPHON de Vita Cyhi, translntus per Poggiuji Flohentihom, am.

folio, yeby beautiful Italian Manuscript, upon the purest vellum.

124 leaves in Roman characters, with beautiful illuminated bobdeb on

the first page, and the capital letters in the best Italian style, in the

original stamped calf binding, a very old specimen, in excellent preservation,

£9. 15s ' S<ec. XV.

An interesting monument of the famous Poggio Fiorentino. who filled the position of

Apostolic Secretary to so many Popes—amongst them, John XXIII; and whose same

has descended to our time, not merely as the author of the " Facetiae" afterwards used by

La Fontaine, bnt as one of the most learned and energetic of the restorers of ancient lite

rature. His visit to England about the year 1420 is also to be remembered ; although

he gained by it little beyond a flattering reception from the notorious Cardinal Beaufort.

This MS. translation of Xenophon is rare, and was never printed, bat it was used by

one of Poggio's sons as the text from which to publish an Italian version of the CyropKdia,

which appeared at Florence in 1521.

124 Miscellaneous MSS. an old French book on Veterinary subjects, an Italian

work on Mathematics, with neat diagrams, Genealogies of the Houses of

Foix and Beam, Notes of Medals, Biographical Memoranda, Spanish Pro-

verbs with English interpretation. Titles and Extracts from Books relating

to Italy, Memorandum of the Genealogy of the Mac Leods of Lewes,

List of Stammbucher, in German, etc. a folio parcel, from the library of

the Marquis of Hastings, 30« Sec. XVII-XVI1I

PALEOGRAPHY, DIPLOMATICS, MEDIAEVAL LATIN

GLOSSARIES, PENMANSHIP, BIBLIOGRAPHY OP

MANUSCRIPT LITERATURE.

125 Adeian, Catalogue Codicum MSS. Bibliothecae Academicae Gissensis, 4to.

facsimiles, sd. 4s ; or, fine paper, bds. 7s Franrof. 1840

126 ANDERSONI Selectus Diplomatum et Numismatum SCOTLE Thesaurus

cum Indice Nominum et expositione praecipuarura Familiarum cure Bud-

dimanni, roy. folio, containing 110 plates of Coins, Ancient Seals,

Charteb8, etc. fine impressions, russia neat, £12. Edinb. 1739

The only authentic record of the Genealogies of the Great Families of Scotlsnd.

Nearly the entire edition of this extremely scarce and valuable work was destroyed by (ire.

Iliboeri's copy fetched £12,

127 Arundel Manuscripts, Catalogue of the, in the Library of the College of

Arms (by Sir C. G. Young, York Herald), royal 8vo. cloth, lis

Not published, 1829

128 ASTLE (Thos.) on the Origin and Progress of "Writing, folio, Second Eui-

tion, with additions, LARGE paper, portrait, the plates unfolded, containing

facsimiles of early Writings, (pub. £10. 10«) russia extra, £4. 5s 1803

Priced, 1824, Kivington and Cochrane, £5. St ; fetched, 1859, Sotheby's, £5. 10*.

129 Bachelin, Description du livre d'Heures de la maison de Schoenborn, imp.

folio, 2 facsimiles, sd. Is Gd Paris, 1868

The beautiful MS. described in this brochure, was sold by auction, at Conite dc

1'Espine's sale, on the 3rd December, 1868, for 28,000 fr., not including expenses.

130 BARROIS, Elements Carloviugiens linguistiques et litteraires, 184G—Lecture

litterale des Hieroglvpher et des Cuneiformes, 1853—Dactyliologik et

Langago Primitif, restitue d'apres les monuments, (avec appendice de)

Lexeologie Grecque, 1850 — 3 vols. in. 2, 4to. about 100 plates, some

coloured, from Egyptian, Assyrian, Etruscan, Greek, Roman, and other

monuments, hf. morocco, gilt fop*, uncut, £Z. 3* Paris, 1846-53

130*BICKHAM'S Universal Penmanship, folio, about 212 plates of English, Gothic,

and Oourt-hand Penmanship, embellished with elaborate flourishes and en

gravings, old calf, 15s ; or, a fine copy in hf. calf, 22* 1743

A humourous sketch on the old Writing Masters is found in D'Israeli's Curiosities of

Literature, Sec. Series.
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131 BIBLIOTHEQUE de l'Ecolb des CHARTES, Eevue d'Erudition consacree

principalement a l'lttude du Moyen-Age, 24 vols. roy. 8vo. manyfacsimile*

ofAncient Documents, etc. (pub. at £14. 18«) in parts as issued, £10.

Paris, 1839-62

This copy is complete from the commencement to the above date, and includes all

the tables as far as issued.

132 another set, Vols. I—XVI in 97 pts. roy. 8vo. sd. £5. 1839-54

133 another portion, Series I. Vols. 1—3, Series II. Vols. 2, 3—together

5 vols. 8vo. hf. Id. 25* 1839-47

This is one of the most important and interesting publications relating to Mediaeval

MSS. The cost of publication was 12* a volume.

British Museum Catalogues :

134 CATALOGUE of MSS. in the British Museum, New Series, Vol. I. part 1,

the Abundel ; parts 2 and 3, the Burney Manuscripts, and Indexes,

folio, plates offacsimiles (pub. £3. Is) bds. '62s 1834-40

135 CATALOGUS Codicum Obientalium Musei Britannici, 3 parts in 4, large

iol facsimiles (pub. £2. 10s) bds. £2. 2s 1838-47

Contents : I. Codd. Syriaci et Carshunici ; II. Arabici, 2 parts j III. Aethiopici.

Sets completed.

136 CATALOGUE of the Harleian MSS. now in the British Museum, with

Indexes, 3 vols, large folio, calfgilt, 25s 1808

137 BOISSENII Grammato-Graphices ; varia? scriptures Emblemata Belgicis, Ger-

manicis, Italicis, Hispanicis, Gallicis, et Latinis characteribus exarata, obi.

fol. 48 plates of ornamental Penmanship, fine copy, vellum, 22s Amst. 1605

138 Carlisle Manuscripts (The) in Lambeth Library ; an account of Greek

Manuscripts, chiefly Biblical, of the late Professor Carlisle, by Hy. J. Todd,

roy. 8vo. bds. 7s 6d London, s. a. (? 1830)

138*Cecchetti, la Scuola di Paleografia in Venezia, atlas 4to. 9 plates offacsimiles,

bds. 15s Venezia, 1862

139 Catalogue des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Royale des Dues de BOUR-

GOGNE, publie par ordre du Ministre de l'lnterieur (par J. Mabchal),

3 vols, folio, numerous facsi?niles of Miniatures, hf. russia, £2. 2s 1842

A glorious monument to the Art-taste of the House of Burgundy.

140 CHAMPOLLION, Paleographie des Classiques Latins, Liv. I. Introduction,

folio, 2 plates of 7facsimiles, stained, 3* 6d 1837

141 Cubieuse und deutliche Anweisung zu zierlicher Teutscher Schreib-Art wie

auch Zeichnung und Beisz-Kunst, smallest 4to. 24 engraved leaves of

Ornamental Letters, old calf, gilt back, £2. Franckfurth, Bourgeat, 1714

142 DANIEL (E.) Compendium of the usuall Hands, with sundry Figures of

Men, Beasts, and Birds, done a la volee, oblong 4to. 67 haves, all contain

ing ornamental specimens of calligraphy, engraved by E. Cocker, broken old

calf, £1. 12s 1663

Including Armenian, Slavonic, Arabic, and Indian Languages.

143 DUCANGE, Du Fbesne, Glossariumad Scriptores mediee et infima> GR2ECI-

TATIS, in quo Graeca vocabula novatas significationis, aut usus rarioris,

Barbara, Exotica, Ecclesiastica, Liturgica, Tactica, Nomica, Iatrica, Bota-

nica, Chymica explicantur, eorutn notiones et originationes reteguntur ;

complures 2Evi Medii ritus et mores, dignitates ecclesiasticre, monastics,

palatini, etc. recensentur; acced. Appendix cum Etymologico Lingua)

Gallicae, etc. 2 vols, in 1, folio, calf, £5. 5s Lugduni, 1688

" Livre ties recherche, et devenu peu commun."—Brunei.

144 DU CANGE, Glossabium Medije et Infim^ Latinitatis, auctum Monachis

Ord. S. Bened., cum Supplem. Caepkntiebi, et Addit. Adelungii et

aliorum digessit Henschel, 7 vols, thick 4to. plates of Coins, Monoqrams,

etc. sd. £8. 10« Par. Didot, 1840-50
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145 DU CANGE (C. Dufresne Domini) Glossarium ad Scriptores mediae et infims*

Latinitatis, 6 vols, portraits and plates, including those of Coins, Paris,

1733-36—Carpentier (D. P.) Glossarium Novum seu Supplemeutum ad

auctiorem Glossarii Cangiani editionem, 4 vols, plates, ib. 1766—together

10 vols, folio, old French calf, £8. 10s Paris, 1733-66

Triced, 1828, £12. 12* ; 1831, £15. ; 1832 and 1848, £15. 15s—Large Paper, the

Duke of Grafton's copy, £16. 16s; 1840, £18. 18s ; in 1847, £14. 14* ; Drury's copy

fetched £11. 13s; Brockett's, £13. 13s.

The editions, 3 vols, folio, Paris, 1671 : 3 vols, folio, Franco/. 1681, and Litgil. 15BS

— are of no value.

146 DTJCANGE et CAEPENTIEE, Glossabium Scriptorum Medii Mn, in

Epitomeu redactum multisque verbis et dicendi formulis aucttim, ab

Adeluko, 6 vols. 8vo. fine copy in calfgilt, £3. 10* Halce, 1772-84

" Dr. Parr gave £12. 12s for this book, and considers it one of the best in his library."

—Pibl. Parriana.

" This is a work in very great estimation. It contains a fund of the most curious,

amusing, and useful intelligence."— LHbdin.

Many Antiquaries prefer Adelung's edition even to the original folio edition in

10 vols.

" Without the Glossary of Ducangc nothing can bo done satisfactorily in the study of

history previous to the sixteenth century ; we can hardly decipher a single parchment

without having recourse to these pages."—//. L. June*.

A very useful work to all engaged in Antiquarian studies, giving full particulars

about Mediaeval Ceremonies, Customs, Laws, etc. containing also obsolete Technical Terms

of every kind.

147 GOUGH (R.) Account of a rich illuminated Missal, executed for John Duke

of Bedford, Regent of France, 4to. portrait and plates, fine copy, red

morocco extra,joints, gilt edges, 24* 1794

148 Fovcaed, della Pittura sui Manoscritti di Venezia, impl. 8vo. cloth, 9*

Venczia, 1857

149 HALTAIJS, Glossabitjji Germanicum Medii iEvi, maximain partem a

Diplomatibus, rnultis prjeterea aliis Mouiinentis tain editia quam ineditis

adornatum, 2 vols, in 1, folio, bound, 15* Lipsie, 1753

J50 1IAEDT (Ig.) Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Gmcorum Bibliothecs

Regise Bavarica?, cum Indicibus, 5 vols. 4to, yellvm paper, Dr. Dihdin's

copy, calfgilt, by C. Lewis, £2. 2* Monachii, 1800-12

Priced by H. Bohn, £7. 7s.

J51 HODGKIN, Caligraphia Gra-ca et Poeeilographia Graeca, imp. 4to. 4 printed

and 19 engraved leaves ofelegant specimens, 2s 6d 1791

152 Hugo de Scribendi Origine, opusc. de Scribis, adj. Trotz, 8vo. plates, veVum,

5* Traj. 1738

153 HUMPHREY'S Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages, with an Account

of the Development and progress of the Art of Illumination from the

IVth to the XVIIIth centuries, impl. folio, laeqe papeb, illustrated by a

series of 31 examples of the size of the originals, selected from the most

beautiful of the MSS. of the various periods, executed on stone, and mod

beautifully printed in gold, silver, and colours by Owen Jones, (pub. nt

£16. 10s) hf bd, red morocco, £10. 10.? 1849

A low price for such a beautifal work. In 1855, Bornal's copy, mor. fetched £12.

The illustrations, all of the exact size of the originals, are front the most celebrated

and splendid MSS. in the Imperial and Royal Libraries of Vienna, Moscow, Paris,

Naples, Copenhagen, and Madrid ; from the Vatican, Escurial, Ambrosian, and other

great Libraries of the Continent ; and from the rich Public, Collegiate, and Private

Libraries of Great Britain.

154 HURTADO (Juan) Arte de ESCRIVIR i Contar ; Tratado do AR1TH-

METICA donde se contienen las Reglaa mas necessarias, con algunas otras

curiosas y prouechosas, sm, oblong 4to. 52 leaves, printed on both side*

uithin borders, containing many examples of different styles of Penmanship,

fine copy in vellum, very rare, £3. 3* Milan, 161S

The Arithmetical Treatise of this Spanish author is ajmost unknown. The work

is not mentioned X y Brunei or Professor de Morgan.
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154*IRIARTE (J.) Regis Bibliotheca) Matritensis CodiceB Gbjeci MSS. Vol. I.

all published, folio, hf. bd. 15s; russia, 20* Matriti, 1769

155 JOHNSON'S (J.) Copy-Book, (oblong) smallest 4to. 21 specimens ofPenman

ship, engraved in 1641, sd. uncut, £2. 16* 1669

A very rare and beautiful book of its class.

156 KEMPIS (Thomas a) LIMITATION DE JfiSUS-CHRIST, traduction du

Chancelier de Marillac, avec la reproduction des anciens MSS. depuis le

Vie jusqu'au XVIIe siecle, 2 vols. impl. 8vo. a most sumptuous edition,

the text printed within borders, extending to upwards of 400 pages, each of

which is decorated with elegant designs, copied from exquisite specimens in

early Byzantine, Oriental, Flemish, Italian, or French Art ; coloured

according to existing originals in Missals, Books of Devotion, Poems,

Sfc. fyc. many pagesfinished in gold and silver, each leaf mounted on a guard,

(pub. at £12. in parts, cost of binding £4.) bound in purple morocco, gilt

edges, £12. Paris, Curmer, 1856

The second is an Appendix Volume, with the following contents :—

Delaunay, des auteurs presumes de limitation de Jesus-Christ ; 4 portraits photo

graphies.

Denis, Ferd.—Histoire de Pornementation des mannscrits ; avec lettrcs oroecs et

flenrons, d'apres les MSS., Siec. VI-XVII., a valuable rrork.

Catalogue bibliograph. des MSS. reproduits et des imprimes cites, accompagne d'or-

nements.

Index des manuscrits et imprimes reproduits ou cites dans limitation, avec figures

de Holbein, etc.

157 KOPP, Bildcr UDd Schriften der Vorzeit, 2 vols. 8vo. numerous plates of

facsimiles of early MSS. also numerous Alphabets in the text, bds. 20*

Mannheim, 1819-21

158 KOPP, Pal.£OGraphia Critica, 4 vols. 4to. (pub. at £16. 16*) bds. £4.4*;

or hf bd. green morocco, uncut, £5. 10* 1817-19

A most important and valuable work, containing several thousand new characters,

expressly struck for it, to represent the endless varieties of styles, the abbreviations, etc.

in the early Greek and Roman Writing. They are arranged in form of a Lexicon, ex

plained in the regular Greek and Roman characters, and followed by reverse Indexes.

The work further contains several large folding sheets of facsimiles. The cost of the

publication amounted to several thousand pounds, nnd was entirely defrayed by the

learned author, in whose lifetime only a few copies were circulated amongst Public

Libraries and his friends.

159 LAMII Catalogus Codicum Mnnuscriptorum qui in Bibliotheca Riccardiana

Florentiae adservantur, folio, vellum, 18* Liburni, 1756

A well made Catalogue of a beautiful Collection of Manuscripts, with numerous

quotations, especially from the Early Italian Codices.

160 LANGLOIS, Essai sur la Calligraphic des Manuscrits du Moyen-Age, et les

Ornements des livres d'Heures imprimes, large 8vo. frontispiece and 15

plates of Initial Letters, Miniatures, etc. hf bd. neat, 12* Rouen, 1841

161 LUDEWIG (J. P.) Keliquu. Manuschiptorum omnia Aivi Diplomatum ac

Monumentorum ineditorum adhuc, 12 vols, in 9, 12mo. plates, good copy in

vellum, 30*; or 12 vols. 12mo. beautiful copy in old calf gilt, £2.

Francof. Lips, et Halm, 1720-41

J.G2 MABILLON de he Diplomatica libri VI ; accedunt commentarius de

antiquis regum Francorum palatiis, veterum Scripturarum varia specimina,

etc. 1706—Supplementum, 1704—2 vols, in 1, stout roy. folio, large

paper, upwards of 60 large plates of Facsimiles of Old Charters, etc. and

woodcuts, old ealf, £2. ' Lut. Paris, 1704-9

Priced, 1818, Longman, £6. 10* : 1831, £3. 10*; 1854, £3. IS* 6d.

" Cc livre est rcgarde comnie le chef-d'oeuvre du savant W-m'dictin, qui en est l'autcur.

Lc supplement est beaucoup plus rare que le livrc auqucl il appartient, parccque, selon

toute apparence, les cxemplaircs en ont cte tires a plus petit uombrc.
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163 MARSAND, I Manoscritti Italiani della Regia Biblioteca Parigina descritti

ed illustrati, 2 vols. 4to. hf. green morocco extra, uncut, top edges gilt, from

Dr. Wellesleys library, 20* Parigi, 1835-38

164 MITARELLI, Bibliotheca Codicum Manuscriptorum Monasterii S. Michaelis

Venetiarum, cum Appendice Librorum Impressorum Sec. XV, large folio,

hf. bd. vncut, 12s Venet. 1779

165 MOELLER, Schreib-Kunst Spiegel, sm. obi. 4to. 43 elaborate phtes, bds. rare,

20s Lubeck, (1644-60)

166 MONTFAUCONI Pal.eogeaphia Grjsca, give de Ortu et Progressu Lite-

rarutn Gracarum, et de variis Scriptionis Graecae. generibus, itemque de

Abbreviationibua, etc. folio, frontisp. and plates offacsimiles ofInscriptions,

Monuments, etc. old calf, £2. Paris, 1708

" An invaluable work, which has done the same in reference to Greek MSS. that the

'Res Diploraatica' of Mabillon has done for the Latin."—Dr. Clarke.

" A work illustrating by a considerable number of plates, and learned dissertations,

the whole history of Greek writings, with the variations of the Greek characters from the

earliest times down to the present. This was almost the first work on the subject, and it

has served as the text-book for all students of this branch of Greek Literature."

U. L. Jonet, Gent't Mag. Dee. 1855

167 MONTFATJCON, Bibliotheca Coisliniana, olim Segueriana, MSS. Graecokum

in ea deseriptio, aliaque ad Palaeoohapuiam pertinentia, folio, plates and

facsimilesfrom Greek MSS. old calfgilt, 15a Paris, 1715

168 Bibliotheca Bibliothecarum Manuscriptorum Nova, ubi describuntur

qua) innumeris Bibl. continentur, 2 vols, folio, calf 25s Paris, 1739

A learned work, giving an Account of the Manuscript Treasures of Italy, France,

and Germany, with ample Indexes.

169 NATIONAL MANUSCRIPTS: A Series of Photo-Zincographic Facsimiles

of some of the most interesting of our National MSS. by Sir Henry James,

Director of the Ordnance Survey; with translations and notes by Sanders,

atlas 4to. cloth, 21* ' 1865

This Series consists of Royal Charters and Grants, and the Letters of Royal and

eminent or remarkable persons, and includes some of the most remarkable Original Docu

ments in the Record Office, including the most perfect original copy of Magna Charts

extant. They are not only of historical interest, but also illustrate the changes in our

language and hand- writing from the reign of William the Conqueror to that of Queen

Anne. To be completed in 4 parts.

170 NETHERCLIFT'S Handbook to Autographs, a ready guide to the handwriting

of distinguished men and women of every Nation, with biographical Indei,

sq. 12mo. about 600 Autographs, cloth, 18* 1862

171 Netiiebclift's Autograph Souvenir, a collection of autograph letters, inte

resting documents, &c. in facsimile, roy. 4to. hf. morocco, 14* 1865

172 NICOLSON'S (Archbp. Wm.) English, Scotch, and Irish Historical Libraries,

giving a short View and Character of most of our Historians, either in

print or manuscript; account of Records, Law-Books, Coins, &c. roy. 4to.

best edition, russia gilt, 25* 1776

" The best preparatory book for the study of Irish history."—Bibliotheca Htternict.

In this work Bp. Nicolson has pointed out the sources whence all information relating

to the history of this country is to be derived."—Boote'i Ecclesiastica.

173 NOUVEAU TRAITE de DIPLOMATIQUE, ou l'on examine les fondemenn

de cet Art, on etablit des regies sur le discernement des Titres, et Ton

expose historiquement des Caracteres des Bulles Pontificales et des

Diplomes, par deux Religieux Benedictins de S. Maur (Toustain et

Tassain), 6 vols. 4to. numerous plates of Ancient Writings, Charters,

Diplomas, Documents, Sfc. old calfgilt, £8. 10* Paris, 1750-65

174 the same, large paper, 6 vols, royal 4to. old French calfgilt, fine copy,

£12. 1750-65

The best book on Diplomatics, indispensable to every PubuV T 'brary.
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175 O'CONOE, Bibliotheca MS. Stowexsis : a Descriptive Catalogue of the

Manuscripts in the Stowe Library, with Appendix, 2 vols, in 1, 4to. hf.

green morocco, uncut, top edge gilt, babe, £8. 8s Buckingham, 1818-19

Very scarce, 200 copies having been printed for piivate circulation, by the Duke of

Buckingham. A necessary Supplement to the Scriptores, being continually referred to in

the very learned Dissertation. This valuable collection of Manuscripts was cheaply bought

in one lot by the Earl of Ashburnham for £8000.

" Learned and upright, the lineal descendant of Roderick O'Connor, king paramount

of Ireland at the time of the Anglo-Norman Invasion, Dr. O'Conor lived only to complete

this monument of the literature of his country, of which his forefathers were the last

native and independent rulers."—Sir J. Mackenzie.

17G PALATINO, Libro nel quai s'insegna a Scriver ogni sorte Lettera, Antica et

Moderna, di qualuuque natione, con le sue regole et misure et essempi,

sm. 4to. fibst edition, woodcuts on title, numerous engravings of obna-

mental lettebs, Combinations, Rebuses, etc. vellum, £2. Bornes, 1561

177 Compendio del Gran volume de I'Arte del bene et leggiadramente

Scrivere tutte le sorti di Lettere et Caratteri, sm. 4to. woodcut* (rebus),

ornamental letters, etc. vellum, 36.? Borna, 1566

A later edition of the preceding.

17S Palermo (F.) Manoscritti della I. e E. Palatina di Pirenze, Vol. 1, stout 4to.

Firenze, 1853

Comprises a detailed description of 572 Italian MSS. with an Index.

179 PAEIS (Paulin) Les Manuscrits François de la Bibliothèque du Eoi, leur

Histoire et celle des textes Allemands, Anglais, Hollandais, Italiens,

Espagnols, de la même collection, 7 vols. 8vo. hf. calf, '.\0s Paris, 1836-48

Fetched, 1857, Sotheby's, £3.

180 the same, labge papeb, 7 vols. impl. 8vo. bds. uncut, £2. 10s 1836-48

" Cette histoire fait connaître le nom des principaux scribes, les plus beaux MSS.

les omemens plus anciennes et bizarres; où l'on trouve des dessins d'églises, de vaisseaux,

de costumes, ic la date des MSS. &c."

180*EAMSAY, Tacheographie, ou l'Art d'Escrire aussi viste qu'on parle, latin et

franc;. 18mo. folding plates, old morocco, gilt edges, 30s Paris, 1681

181 BODBIGUEZ, Bibliotheca Universal de la Polygraphia Espaîîola, royal folio,

with 126 plates, exhibiting specimens of the writing of different ages, £4. 4«

Madrid, 1738

This work is invaluable, and in fact indispensable to all persons who are engaged in

examining MSS. The plates exhibit the various kinds of writings, from the earliest time

down to the seventeenth century.

" Cet ouvrage dont les exemplaires sont peu communs est précieux, a cause des

modèles d'ancienne écritures qu'il contient; les Bénédictins auteurs du ' Nouveau Traité de

Diplomatique,' le citent avec éloge."—Brvntt.

182 EUD, Codicum Manuscriptorum in Bibl. Ecclesiae Duxelmensis Catalogua

Classicus, cum Appendice, folio, bds. \8s ; red morocco extra, gilt edges,

£2. 5* Dunelmiw, 1825

183 SABAS, Specimina Pamographica Codd. Grscorum et Slavonicorum Bibl.

Mosquensis Synodalis, Saec, VI—XVII, sm. folio, 62 plates, with Latin

and Russian text, half calf, 36* Mosk. 1863

184 SCHILTEEI Thesaurus Antiquitarum Teutonicabum, Ecclesiasticarum,

Civilium, Litterariarum, Monuments Francica, Alemannica, Saxonies,

Biblica, Ecclesiastica, et Civilia, cum Glossario Teutonico non et Linguœ

solum inservituro sed et Antiquitatibus abundanti, 3 vols, folio, facsimiles

of Ornaments in Ancient MS. fine papeb, bd. £2. 2s Ulmce, 1727-28

" Scbilteri Thesaurus Tcutonicus est un recueil rempli de documents précieux pour

l'histoire civile et littéraire de l'Allemagne à l'époque Carlovingiennc; vendu 125 fr."

Jtmnet.

185 SCHWANDNEB de Calligraphiae Nomenclatione et Cultu, large folio, 158

plates of elaborate specimens of Ornamental Penmanship, Alphabet* with

most elegant flourishes, hf. calf, £2. 5s Viennae, 1756

186 SEEVIDOEI (Dora. Mark de) Eeflexiones sobre el Arte de Escribir, 2 vols.

folio, one consisting of 105 plates, calf, é.3. Madrid, 17S9
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187 Shelton (T.) Tachygraphy, 12mo. frontispiece and plates of Shorthand, calf

extra, gilt edges, by Bedford, 12s Gd E. Tracy, London Bridge, 1710

188 SILVESTRE PALEOGRAPHIE UNIVERSELLE. Collection de fac

simile d'ecritures de toua les peuples et de tous les temps, tires des plus

authentiques documents do l'art graphique, chartes et manuscrits existant

dans les archives et les bibliotbeque de France, d'ltalie, d'Allemagne et

d'Angleterre; publiee, d'apres les modeles ecrits, dessines et peints sur

les lieux monies, par M. Silvestre, accompagnee d'explications historiques

et deseriptives, 4 vols, atlas folio, original edition, with 300 magni

ficent plates, containing specimens of eveet style of Calligraphy and

Facsimiles of the Min iatu hes, from the choicest Missals and Chartert

in the " Bibliotbeque Nationale," many of them splendidly illuminated,

(pub. at £75. in parts) French half bd. green morocco extra, top edges gilt,

uncut, a picked subscription copy, £60. Paris, 1811

A tiut.t magmcf.nt work, now VERY RARE, published under the auspices

of Louis Philippe. Marked in a contemporary Catalogue £75 ; by Payne and Foss, 1848,

£63.; Lord Rutherford's copy fetched, 1855, upwards of 80 guineas. The London issue

of this work is inferior, as a number of the stones got broken during their shipment to

One of the finest books in the world, and the most interesting to the Scholar ami the

Man of Taste. Three hundred Facsimiles of the choicest Manuscripts in Europe, need no

other recommendation than the statement of the fact. The work cost nearly Twenty

Thousand Pounds in getting up.

189 SILVESTRE'S UNIVERSAL PALEOGRAPHY, or a Collection of Fac

similes of the Writings of every Age, taken from the most authentic

Manuscripts existing in the Libraries of France, Italy, Germany, and

England ; by M. Silvestre, containing upwards of 300 large and most

beautifully executed facsimiles, taken from Missals and other MSS. most

richly illuminated in the finest style of art, new and improved edition, 2

vols, atlas folio, the text in 2 vols, royal 8vo.—together 4 vols, elegantly

hf. bound morocco extra, gilt edges, £24. 1850, etc.

The best work on the manuscript Literature of Ancient and Mediaeval times. The

finest possible specimens are given of MSS. in every European and Oriental Language; of

such Languages as Gkkek and Latin many Specimens of every century and every style

are represented. The number of reproductions of Italian, Frknch, and German

Mini-vtukes is very considerable.

190 SILVESTRE, Pal£ografiiie TJntverselle : a number of plates and letter

press descriptions, from this magnificent work, to be sold separately at the

following prices :

Coloured plates, 21* each

Tinted „ 5s „

Letterpress 2s Gd per leaf

191 Simonides. Stewart's Memoir of Constantino Simonidos, with a defence of

the authenticity of his MSS. 8vo. some MS. correspondence between the

Greek and Dr. Bell inserted, a curious pamphlet, 5s 1859

192 SPELMANNI (Henr.) Glossarium Arehaiologicum, continens Latino-Barbara,

Peregrina, Obsoleta, et novatae Significationis Vocabula, fol. portrait, best

edition, calf, 25s; fine copy in calf, 30* .' Land. 1687

193 Terriros y Pando, Paleografia Espanola, que contiene todos los modos cono-

cidos que ha habido de escribir in Espaua, Svo. numerous facsimiles of old

MSS. vellum, 9* Madrid, 1758

194 TERRY'S Now and Complete Book of Cyphers for the use of Artists and

others, 4to. engraved on 25 plates, sd. \2s 1786

195 TODD (H. J.) Catalogue of the Archiepiscopal Manuscripts in the

Library of LAMBETH Palace, with an Account of the Archiepiscopal

Registers and other Records there preserved, folio, facsimiles, half calf,

[Pritately Printed,] extremely rare, £5. 5s Land. 1S1-
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196 TRINCHERA, Syllabus Grsecarum Membranarurn jamdiu Neapoli et in Casi-

nensi eoenobio delitescentium, Greece et Latine, roy. 4to. bds. 36s

Neapoli, 1865

Including a number of curious documents written in the barbarous Greek of Southern

Italy during the Middle Ages.

197 Upcott's Original Letters, Manuscripts and State Papers collected by him,

roy. 4to. a catalogue withfacsimile autographs, etc. sd. 7s (id

Privately printed, 1836

198 VAINES (Dom de) Dictionnaire de Diplomatique, contenaut les Regies pour

dechiffrer les anciens Titres, Diplomes, et Monuments, ainsi qu'a justifier

de leur Date et Authenticity, 2 vols. 8vo. numerous plates of Charters and

Facimiles ofMSS. half calf, uncut, or plain calf, 20*; calfgilt, 28s

Paris, 1773-74

199 VESPASIANO (Frate) il perfetto Modo d'imparare a scrivere tutte le sorti di

Lettere Cancellaresche, Corsive et moderne, colle Soprascrittioni di Lettere

missive, oblong small 4to. 10 pp. of letterpress, and 85 of engraved orna

mental letters, etc. halfcalf neat, £2. Venetia, 1620

199*WACHTERI Glossaeium Germanicum, continens origines ct antiquitates

totius Linguae Germanics, 2 vols, in 1, folio, fine papee, vellum or calf,

10s Lips. 1737

200 WALTHERI Lexicon Diplomaticum, Abbrevationes Syllabarumet Vocum

in Diploraatibus et Codicibus a Sec. VIII ad XVI usque occurrentes ex-

ponens, junctis Alphabetis et Scripturae Speciminibus, cum prefatione

Jungii, 3 parts in I vol. folio, last edition, 225 plates of Medieval Alpha-

bets and Contractions, and 28 plates of Facsimiles, all with explanations,

£3. 10* Ulmce, 1756

A magnificent volume. In consequence of variations existing between copies, the

collation of the above is given. Title and 1 1 prel. printed leaves ; the Alphabet of Con

tractions in 459 columns ; facsimile specimens of Early Manuscripts, Tab. 1-22 ;

printed index, 19 leaves.

201 WESTWOOD (J. 0.)Palaeographia Sacra Pictoria: a series of Illustrations of

the Ancient Versions of the Bible, copied from Illuminated Manuscripts

executed between the Fourth and Sixteenth Centuries, royal 4to. original

copy, 50 beautiful plates of Miniatures and Facsimiles of Ancient Manu

scripts, executed in gold and colours, half morocco, £3. 3s W. Smith, 1843-5

202 Illuminated Illustrations of the Bible copied from select MSS. of the

Middle Ages, imp. 4to. labge papee, 40 plates, beautifully illuminated,

halfred morocco extra, gilt edges, £4. 10s 1846

Bare, and in this size uniform with the Palssographia Sacra.

203 "WESTWOOD'S Miniatures and Ornaments of ANGLO-SAXON and

IRISH MANUSCRIPTS j One Volume, imperial folio, illustrated in a

Series offifty-four superb plates, most elaborately executed in exact facsimile

of the originals in Gold and Colours ; with a descriptive text to each Plate,

serving as a History of British Paleography and Pictorial Art, (pub. at

£21.) cloth, £17. 17* 1868

203* the same, royal folio, superbly and elaborately bound in moeocco, Keltic

ornaments on sides, gilt edges, a binding expressly designedfor this work, a

masterpiece o/"Bedfoed's skill, £28. 10* 1868

(Kf* In order that the Subscription List might absorb the entire number of Copies

printed, Professor Westwood had stipulated with the Publisher that 200 should be the entire

Edition, and that the Stones should then be destroyed,—this has been done. Only few

copies remain for sale.

A detailed prospectus can be had on application.

204 Weight's Court Hand Restored, or the Student's assistant in reading old

Deeds, Charters, Records, &c. sm. 4to. 23 plates of Writing, cloth, 10* 6d

1864
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OCCULT SCIENCES,

RELIGIOUS WORSHIPS, PHILOSOPHICAL SECTS,

SECRET ASSOCIATIONS, ETC

Chieflyfrom the library of the late Marquis of Hastings, removedfrom Donnington

Park, Leicestershire.

205 AGEIPPAE (H. C.) Opera, 2 stout vols, large stout 12mo. many Astrological

cuts, a good sound copy, 18s Lugduni, Beringfratres, s. a.

206 ALBERTUS MAGNUS de Secretis Mulierum, etc. Amst. 1702

Clayicula hermeticae Scioutiae: La Clavicule de la Science hermetique,

latin etfranc. ib. 1751

Themis aukea ; the Laws of the Fraternity of the ROSIE CROSSE, by

Count M. Maier London, L656

This extremely rare work contains the Laws and Mysteries of the Rosicrusians.

A Hermetical Banquet drest by a spngiricall Cook, 162 pp. only 1652the above 4 very curious works in 1 thick vol. 18ino. calf ; from Don

nington Park, £2. 2s

207 Albert le Grand, Admirable Secrets, 18mo. cf. 3s Gd Lion, 1743

208 Albert le Petit, secrets inerveilleux de la Magie naturelle et Cabalistique,

18mo. cf. 5s Lion, 1743

209 Alcuymie, le teste d', et le Songe-verd, 12rao. calf 7s Gd Paris, 1695

2L0 Antonii Panormitae Hermaphroditus, primus in Germania edidit et Apo-

phoreta adjecit F. C. Forbergins, Coburg, 1824—Barbatum furem Tertia

Mensa manet : Eikosimechanon, Melocabi, 1824, 20 objectionableplates in

ovals — in 1 vol. halfgreen morocco, extremely rare, £2. 10s 1824

211 Apparitions. Ferriar's Essay towards a theory of Apparitions, sm. 8vo. half

calf, 5s ' 1813

212 Aratus. Grotii Syntagma Arateorum, Or. et Lot. sni. 4to. 44 plates ofcurious

Astronomical symbols, vellum, 7s Gd Lugd. Bat. Plantin, 1600

213 Bacon's Essays, with annotations by Whately, 8vo. 4M edition, clo(h,with Lord

JZ. Montagu's autograph, 7s Gd 1858

214 Bayrhoffer, Idee und Geschichte der Philosophie, 8vo. cloth, 2s Gd 1838

215 Blakey's History of the Philosophy of Mind, from the earliest period to the

present time, 4 vols. 8vo. cloth, 18* 1850

216 BOEHME'S (Jacob) siimmtliche Werke, von Schiebler, 7 vols. 8vo. sd. 12s

Leipzig, 1860-47

217 BEIIMEN'S (Jacob) WORKS, to which is prefixed the Life of the Author,

with figures illustrating his Principles. Left by the Rev. W. Law, 4 vols.

fine tall copy, full russia, almost uncut, £15. 15s 1764-81

A very remarkable copy ; the first volume is fall of valuable and. important MS.

notes, by an original and kindred thinker : S. T. COLERIDGE, written ia

1818. This copy ought to be secured for a public Library, as the MS. notes deserve

the careful attention of a future editor.

218 BRUCKERI (Jac.) Historia critica Philosophise, a mundi incunabulis ad

nostram usque eetatem, 6 vcls. 4to. portrait vellum, 36s Lipsice, 1742

Still the standard book for the best view of all the ancient systems of philosophy of

the East and West, and descending also to Bacon, Hobbes, Descartes, and the moderns.

Priced, 1839, Thorpe £3. 13< 6d ; 1844, Longman, £2. 18*; 1847, £S. Si; 1848

Payne and Foss, £o. 5».

219 Browk (John P.) The Dervishes ; or Oriental Spiritualism, 8vo. cuts, cloth,

10s Gd 1868

220 BRUNO, de Specierum Scrutinio, et Lampade Combinatoria Raymundi Lulli

Doctoris Heremitra omniscii, propemodumque divini, 12mo. cuts, calf, 20*

Pragee, Oeorg. Nigrinus, 1588

" Memini me olim vidisse et legisse hunc Librum Vitembergm ex Bibliotheca B-

Polyc. Leyseri, postea Prof. Helmstad. mutuo acccptum. Repcritur etiam inter Rayni.

Lulli Opera."— Voigt.
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221 Jordani BRVNI, Nolani Camusracensis, Acrotismus, seu Rationea Articu-

lorum Physicorum adversus Peripateticos Parisiis propositorum, etc.

12mo. citron morocco, gilt edges, with autograph, presentation copyfrom the

author to Kaspar Kegler, of Rostock, £3. 3s

Vitembergce, apud Zach. Crato, 1588

Brevem Libelli hujns recensionem babes apud Bayle in Diction. Hittor. T. I. p.

6*9, sq.

This work contains the Theses, which Bruno disputed at Paris, with the arguments

upon which they are grounded, against Aristotle and bis followers.

This copy fetched, 1828, Sotheby's, jE3. 34 ; and was priced, 1840, by Thorpe, £4. 4s.

222 Brtant, a new System of Ancient Mythology, 6 vols. 8vo. plates, 36* 1807

This work embodies the prescicntific notions of Mythology.

223 BUHLE, Histoire de la Philosophic Moderne, traduite per Jourdain, 6 vols.

8vo. calf neat, 32* Paris, 1816

224 Cabalists. The Count of GABALIS : or, the extravagant Mysteries of the

Cabalists, in 5 pleasant discourses on the Secret sciences, by P. A. with

short Animadversions, 18mo. calf, 5s 1680

225 another version, by A. L. A. M. 18mo. cf. 7s 1680

In this version the translator rails against that of the preceding one, and declares :

that translator bas made the Devil tell ues in a postscript of Animadversions.

226 [Cachet,] la Metaphysique, qui contient l'Ontologie, la Theologie naturelle et

la Pneumatologie, 8vo. red morocco extra, gilt edges, Arms on sides, very

fine copy, 30* Paris, 1753

227 Castaniza's Spiritual Combat : or the Christian Pilgrim in his spiritual

Conflict and Conquest, by Lucas, 18mo. cf. 5* 1698

22S Chemical Aphorisms : The Fame and Confession of the Fraternity of B : C :

commonly of the ROSIE CROSS, by Euoenius Phil. 1652—Cheiragogia

Heliana, a manuduction to the philosopher's Magical Gold ; to which is

added: Zoroaster's Cave, 165*— 153 Chymical Aphorisms, 1688—in 1 vol.

18mo. calf, 15*

229 Christie's Essay on that earliest species of Idolatry, the worship of the

Elements, roy. 4to. 2 plates coloured in facsimile from Chinese originals,

hfi calf, uncut, 12* Nortcich, 1814

230 Creuzer's Symbolik und Mythologie, 4 vols.—Mone's Geschichte des Heiden-

thums im nordlichen Europa, 2 vols.—together 6 vols. 8vo. numerous

plates and cuts, hf. calf neat, 25* Darmstadt, 1819-23

The two Supplementary volumes are scarce and were never reprinted ; they contain

the Mythological Systems of the Fins, Slavonians, Scandinavians, Germans and Celts.

231 Crollii Basilica Chymica, thick 12mo. vellum, 5s Oenevae, 1643

233 Demonologia : or Natural Knowledge revealed, being an expose of ancient

and modern Superstitions, post 8vo. bds. 5* 1827

234 Dioby's (Sir Kenelm) Two Treatises : the Nature of Bodies, and the Nature

of Man's Soul, smallest thick 8vo. author's portrait added, fine tall copy,

12* 1658

235 Chymical Secrets and rare Experiments in physick and philosophy, by

Hartmnn, 12mo. calf, 7s Gd ' 1682

236 DBUMMOND ([Sir W.]) Academical Questions, Vol. I, 4to. (all published),

calfgilt, fine copy, 25* 1805

237 ■ Oedipus Judaicus, plates, 8vo. bds. 30* 1811

238 Dollinger, Heidenthum und Judenthum : Vorhalle zur Geschichte des

Christenthums, thick 8vo. cloth, 9* liegensburg, 1857

239 Dc Presnot, Histoire de la Philosophic Hermetique, 3 stout vols. 12mo. sd.

10* Paris, 1742

240 DUPUIS, Origine de tous les Cultes, ou Religion universelle, 3 vols. 4to.

original edition, numerous curious plates, £2. 2s Paris, 1704

241 the Plates separately, 4to. 21 plates, hf bd. 12* 1795
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244 Dupcis, nouvelle edition, avec la vio par Auguis, 7 vols. 8vo. with 4to. Atlas

o/24: curious plates, comprising the Symbols of the Ancient Religions, £3.

Paris, 1822

An Atheistical work, which resolves the system of Christian belief into zodiacal

symbols.

Dupuis collected every passage which could make the resemblance of Christianity and

the Oriimt.il religious systems more marked, and concluded that Christianity was only an

emanation of the philosophical school which had flourished in the East long before its

divine founder appeared.

245 FABEE'S Origin of Pagan IDOLATEY, 3 vols. 4to. frontispieces, very fine

copy, scarce, £7. 7s 1816

The standard text book of all Mythological scholars.

246 Fltjdd, Philosophia Moysaica, sm. folio, cuts, old calf, 10s Gaudae, 1638

247 FORBES LESLIE, the Early Eaces of Scotland and their Monuments, 2 vols.

Svo. GO plates of Monuments, Hieroglyphics, etc. to illustrate the history

and ancient races of the British isles, (pub. 32s) cloth, new, 27s

Edinb. 1866

Based upon the immense recent increase of scientific knowledge, this work testifies

strongly to the author's great breadth of view and depth of learning.

248 GUILIELMI Alverni Episcopi Parisiensis, Mathematics perfectissimi, eximii

philosophi, OPEEA omnia, editio novissima aucta ab F. Hotot, 2 vols,

folio, old calf neat, 20s Paris, 1674

249 Helmont's Paradoxal Discourses concerning the Macrocosm and Microcosm,

or the greater and lesser World, sm. Svo. calf, (is 1685

250 Herbert's (Edw. Lord) Ancient Religion of the Gentiles, by Lewis, snh 8vo.

calf neat, 7s Gd London, s. a. (? 1700)

251 Hetwood's Life and Prophecies of Merlin, Svo. Ids. 3s Gd 1813

252 HORST (G. C.) Zauber-Bibliothek, oder von Zauberei, Theurgie und Man-

tik, Hexen, Diimonen, Gespenstern, etc. 6 vols. Svo. Fine Paper, very

curious cuts, hf. calf, 25s Mainz, 1821-26

253 HUME (David) Philosophical Works, including all the essays, with the

important alterations, 4 vols. Svo. portrait, calf, £2. 10s Edinburgh, 1826

254 Hutchinson's historical Essay concerning Witchcraft, sm. 8vo. old calfgilt,

12s " 1720

255 Kant's Kritik der reinen Vernunft von Hartenstein, 8vo. portrait, hf. calf, 5s

Leipzig, 1853

256 Critique de la Raison pure, par Tissot, 2 vols. Svo. sd. 5s (id 1845

257 KING'S (C. W.) GNOSTICS and their Remains, Ancient and Mediaeval, 8vo.

with numerousfine plates and woodcuts, (pub. at 15s) cloth, 12s Gd 1860

" With many of the conclusions at which the author arrives we do not agree ; but

we must do Mr. King the justice to say, that the learning, research, and logical ability

he displays arc such as to make his work worthy of study by all who are interested in the

history of the past and passing religions of the world."—Athenanm, Nov. 26, 1864.

258 KIRCHERI Oedipus AEGYTIACUS, hoc est Universalis Hieroglyphicae

Veteruin doctriuac temporum invidia abolitae instauratio, 3 vols, in 2,

small stout folio, many plates and woodcuts, hf. vellum, £3. 10*

Romce, 1652-54

A wonderfully learned work, giving an account of the Ancient Egyptian Mysteries,

the Mythology and Cabala of the Jews and Arabs ; the Scientific Knowledge of the

Egyptians and Jews, their Alchemy, Magic, etc.; altogether the learned Jesuit produced

a work which is indispensable to all who pursue Cabbalistic and Mythological studies.

259 Lavinheta (Bcrnhardi dc) Opera omnia, quibus tradidit Artis Raymundi

Lullii explicationem ad Logica, etc. edeute Alstedio, thick 12mo. vellum,

7s 6d Coloniee, 1612

260 Liquor Alchahest, or a discourse of that immortal dissolvent of Paracelsus

and Helmont, by Pyrophilus, 18mo. calf, 6s 1675

In the same volume is bound up : the Urim and Thuminim, and a Caveat for

Alchymists.
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261 LECKT'S (W. E. H.) History of the Eise and Influence of the Spirit of

EATIONALISM in Europe, 2 vols. 8vo. (pub. at 25*) cloth, 21* 1865

" Mr. Lecky has written an admirable book, full of learning and acute criticism, on

the modernization of the Christian theology ; it is exceedingly full of facts illustrative of

the vitality and decay of dogmatic ideas. His account of the belief in witchcraft, for

instance, and of the persecution which that belief entailed at the period when the minds

of men were first disturbed by the encroachments of modern scepticism, is exceedingly

instructive."— Pall Mall Gazette, April 5, 1865.

"Mr. Lecky receives in the fifth article, [Edinburgh Review, April, 1865] the praise

he so well deserves for the boldness of his opinions and the beauty of his style. It is said

of him, that no other Irishman since Burke, has devoted his talents with equal success to

political philosophy."— The Reader, April 22, 1865.

2G2 Luken, les Traditions de l'Humanite, ou la revelation primitive de Dieu,

2 vols. 8vo. sd. 5* 1862

263 LTJLLII (Eaimundi) de Secretia naturro sivo quinta essentia libri II. ; acc.

Alberti Magui de Mineralibus libri II, 12mo. old calf, 5* Argent. 1541

264 libelli aliquot Chemici, 12mo. hf. bd. 5* Basil. 1600

265 Opera, 1617—Clavis Artis Lullianae, opera Alstedii, 1633—in 1 vol.

very stout sm. 8vo. plates, vellum, 20* Argent. 1617-33

266 Magia Adamica : or the Antiquitio of Magic, by Eugenius Philalethes—The

Man Mouse taken in a Trap— in 1 vol. 18mo. calf, 7* Gd 1650

267 Mahechal, Dictionnaire des Athees, anciens et modernes, deuxiime edition,

augmentee par Germond, large 8vo. hf. bd. calf neat, rare, 20* Brux. 1833

268 [Martin] la Eeligion des Gaulois, tiree des plus pures sources de l'Antiquite,

par le E. P. Dom (Jaques Martin) religieux benedictin, 2 vols. 4to. plates,

fine copy in veau fauve, 20* Paris, 1727

269 Mateh, Historia Diaboli seu commentatio do Diaboli, malorumque spirituum

existentia, etc. 8vo. calfgilt, 10* Tubinga?, 1780

In this curious work are found dissertations on the existence of spirits, tho state of

the Devil before and since the Fall, his power over the human body and mind, etc.

270 Moeell's Speculative Philosophy of Europe in the 19th Century, 2 vols. 8vo.

.cloth, 7s 6J " 1846

271 MOLLEE (Max) Chips from a German Workshop, second edition, 2 vols. 8vo.

(pub. at 24*) cloth, 20* 1868

Vol. I. Essays on the Science of Religion ; II. Essays on Mythology, Traditions,

and Customs.

272 Nicols (Th.) A Lapidary, or HiBtory of Pretious Stones, smallest 4to. the

Scientific matter mixed up with a relation ofthe Cabalistic properties of the

Stones, hf calf, 15* Cambr. 1652

273 OCKHAM (of Corpus Christi) Quodlibeta septem una cum tractatu de Sacra

mento altaris vener. f'ratris Guilhelmi de Ockam Anylici, folio, sound copy,

£2. 16* Argentine, 1491

274 Tractatus de Sacramento altaris, 12mo. fine copy in purple morocco, gilt

edges, very rare, £2. 2* Parisiis, Petrus Level, s. a.

274*Pakacelsus his Archidoxes, disclosing the genuine way of making Quintes

sences, Arcanuma, Magisteries, Elixira, etc. bound up with A Book of

Eenovation and Ecstauration—in 1 vol. 12mo. calf, 7s (Sd 1661

275 Peekins, Discourse of the Damned Art of Witchcraft, 12tno. portrait, limp

vellum, 24* Cambridge, 1608

27G PEUCEEI Commentarius de praccipuis Divinationum generibus, in quo a

Prophetiis autoritato divina traditis etc. discernunttir artes et imposturas

diabolicae, thick 8vo. very fine copy in stamped pigskin, 21*

Srrvestae (Zerbst) 1591

277 PniLOSorniE divine (la) appliquee aux lumiores naturelle, niagiquc, astrale,

surnaturelle, celeste et divine, par Kelepli Ben Nathan, 3 vols. 8vo. sd. 5*

1793

M
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278 PICI MIEANDULAE opera omnia; item Cabala J. Beuchlini, stout folio,

calf, sound copy, 25s Basil. (1572)

Pages 411-732 contain: Disputationes in Astrologiam ; pp 733-900, Reuchlin, de

Arte Cabalistica.

279 PisToitn AETIS CABALISTICAE Scbiitobes, stout folio, fine copy in

vellum, 35* Basil. ](!S7

Contains : Ricius de coelcsti Agriculture, Kabi Joseph] Porta Lucis, Leo Ilebr. de

A more: Heuchlin, de Arte Cabal. ; Abraham de Crealione, etc.

2S0 PEETIOSA Margarita, novella de Thesauro ac pretiosissimo Philosophortmi

Lapide, collectanea ox Arualdo, Ehaymundo, Rhasi, Alberto, per Janum

Lacinium, 12mo. stained, red morocco, 9s Venet. Aldus, 1546

281 Phoblemks Sceptiques, 18mo. fine copy in old red morocco, gilt edges, from the

Colbert Library Paris, 1666

282 Bitter, Histoire de la Philosophic Ancienne, traduite par Tissot, 4 vols. 8vo.

half calf neat. 25* Paris, 1S35-36

283 SAINTE-CEOIX, Recherches sur les Mysteres du Paganisme,seconde edition

par Silvestre de Saey, 2 vols. 8vo. yellum paper, sd. 28s Paris, 1817

2S4 SAINT1NE, la Mythologie du Eliin, roy. Svo. with a profusion of bold and

singular woodcut illustrations by Dobe, hf. calf neat, gilt top, uncut, 15s

Paris, 1S62

A curious work, partaking of the grand and the grotesque ; and in which the

superstitions of the liliiuc are traced back to the Scandinavian and Sanscrit mythologies,

nnd compared with other religious traditions.

285 Salmon, Seplastium, the complete English Physician, or the Druggist's Shop

opened, containing above 600 chymical processes, thick 12tno. calf, 7s 6J

1693

286 SALYERTE, des Sciences Occultes, ou Essai sur la Magic, les prodiges et les

miracles, large Svo. second edition, hf. calf, 8s Gd Paris, 1S63

287 Occult Sciences : the Philosophy of Magic, Prodigies and apparent

Miracles, by Thomson, 2 vols. Svo. cloth, 7s Gd 18-46

288 SANDIVOCIUS' new Light of ALCIIYMIE ; also a Chymicall Dictionary

explaining hard places and words in the writing of Paracelsus and other

obscure Authors, smallest 4to. old calf neat, 10* Gd 1650

289 Saeesbkriensis (Joanuis) Policraticus, sive de nugis Curialium et vestigiis

philosophorum, acc. ejusdem Metalogicus, 2 vols. 12ino. vellum, 0« Gd

Lugd. Bat. 1639

290 ScnAVPLATZ geheimer philosophischcr Wissenschaften : der Chiromantia,

Physiognomia, Cabala, Cryptologia, Steganographia, etc. thick 12rao.

plates, bds. 3.s Gd Regensburg, 1770

291 Soldau's Geschiehte der Ilcxcn-proccsse (Trials for Witchcraft,) Svo. hf. calf,

5s Stuttgart. 1843

292 SPENCE'S Poltmetis; or, Agreement between the "Works of the Eomau

Poets and the remains of the Ancient Artists, folio, fineportrait, 41 large

plates, and numerousfinely engraved vignettes, in the text, of Ancient Art,

chiefy of a Mythological character, fine copy from Baron Dimsdale's

library, *3(>s 1747

293 SPENCER'S (Herbert) Philosophical "Works :

The Principles of Psychology 1855

First Principles, second thousand 1863

The Principles of Biology, 2 vols. 1864-07

—together 4 vols. 8vo. cloth, £2. 2s 1855-67

Herbert Spencer is the most conspicuous of all the modern Thinkers of Europe.

291 SPINOZA. Exposition des Sentiments de Spinoza ; avec un examen de la refu

tation faite par Mr. BeVis de Spinosa, sur l'existence et la nature de Dieo,

sq. Svo. ca. 1750

295 Foucuee de Careil, Eefutation inedite de Spinoza par Leibniz, 8vo. sd. 7s Gd

Paris, 1854

Tire a 100 cxemplaircs pour l'lnslitut de France.
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290 Stiblino (J. H.) The Secret of liege], being the Hegelian system in origin,

principles, rorm and matter, 2 vols. 8vo. (pub. at 30*) cloth, 18s 18G5

297 T. B. Treatise of SPECTERS; or, an History of Apparitions, Oracles, Pro

phecies, Dreams, Visions and Revelations ; and the cunning Delusions of

the DEVIL, smallest folio, calf gilt, £3. 3s 1658

This curious work contains several thousand stories about Witches, Witchcraft,

Devils, Evil Spirits, etc. extracts from ancient and mediajvul writers. It appears as if

the Christian Religion had only been able really to establish itself and to upset theso

superstitious beliefs, after the founding and ramified workingof such Societies «s the Royal

Society of England.

298 Toland's Works, with his Life: History of the Druids; Books ascribed to

the Apostles ; the South-sea Scheme ; Nazarenus ; etc. 2 vols. 8vo. calf

neat, 10s

299 Tjiyon's Treatise on Dreams and Visions, wherein the causes, natures and

uses of Nocturnal Representations, and the Communications with Angels,

as also Departed Souls, to Mankind are unfolded, lSmo. calf, 10s 1095

300 (TUCKER'S) Light of Nature pursued by Edward Search, Esq., &c. 7 vols.

8vo. first edition, fine copy in old calfgilt, rahe, £2. 2s 17GS-77

301 WIEGLEB (Johann Christian) die Natuiii.iciie Maoie, aus allerhand be-

lustigenden und niitzliehcn Kunst-stiicken bestehend, mit Martius' Un-

terrieht, 20 vols, in 19, 8vo. numerous plates, half calf, 25s

Berlin und Stettin, 17S9-1805

AMERICAN (Indian of Guatemala.)

302 POPOL VUH, le Livre Sacre et les Mythes de l'Antiquite Americaine ;

avec les Livres heroiques des Quiches, par Brasseur de Bourbourg, 8vo.

plates, sd. 18s Paris, 1861

BUDDHISM:

303 CUNNINGHAM S (A.) Bhilsa Topes ; or Buddhist Monuments of Central

India, comprising a sketch of the History of Buddhism, 8vo. plates, cloth,

scarce, 30s 1S54

304 BURNOUF, Introduction a 1'IIistoire du Buddhisme Indien, Vol. I. roy.

4to. (all published) £2. 10s Paris, 1844

This work contains analyses of the sacred books of Nepal and Thibet, and of the

Buddhistic literature in Sanscrit.

305 Hardt (R. Spence) Eastern Monachism ; origin, laws, rites, etc. of the

order of mendicants, founded by Budha, 8vo. cloth, 10s 1850

306 Manual of Budhism, in its modern development, 8vo. cloth, 7s Gd

1860

307 Legends and Theories of the Buddhists, compared with History and

Science, post 8vo. cloth, 10s 1S6G

308 MAHAWANSO in Roman Characters, with the translation subjoined, and

an Essay on Pali Buddhistical Literature by Tuukoub, Vol. 1 (all pub

lished), 4to. bds. 32s Ceylon, 1837

309 MAHAVANSI, Raja-Ratnacari and Raja-Vali, forming the Sacred and

Historical Books of Ceylon, with a Collection of Tracts illustrative of

Buddhism, translated from the Singhalese by Upham,3 vols. 8vo. (pub. at

£2. 2s) cloth, 20s " ' 1822

310 SCHLAGINTWEIT'S Buddhism in Tibet, illustrated by literary documents

and objects of Religious Worship, with an account of the Buddhist sys

tems preceding it in India, 8vo. text, engravings of Deities, specimens of

Languages, etc. and large folio Atlas with 20 plates offacsimiles of Tibetan

Prayers, cloth, £2. 2s ' 1863

311 UPHAM'S History and Doctrine of Budhism, with Notices of the Kap-

pooism or Demon-Worship and Bali Incantations of Ceylon, folio, 43 plates,

from Singhalese designs, of Deities, etc. (pub at £3. 3s) hf. morocco, gilt

top, uncut, £2. 10s 1S29
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312 UPHAM, Budhism, with the plates coloured (pub. at £5. 5s in bds.) hf. calf

£4,. is • 1829

CABIRISM:

313 FABER'S Mysteries of the Cabiiii, or the Great Gods of Phenicia, Samo-

thrace, Egypt, Troas, Greece, Italy and Crete, 2 vols. 8vo. 25* Oxford, 1S03

314 Relandi Disscrtationcs Miscellanea (de Paradiso, de diis Cabiris, etc.)

3 parts, 12mo. vellum, 10* Traj. en Rhen. 1707-13

CHIROMANCY :

315 Bartiioloiiei Coclitis Chyromantie ac Physionomie anastasis, em. folio, old

calf, 10* Sononie, Hieronymus de lienedictis, 1523

31G IIAS1US. Prefatio laudatoria in artoin Chiromanticam (autore J. liasio),

smallest 4to. numerous very boldly drawn woodcuts of Hands, with Caba

listic Cyphers, old veau fauve, verp fine copy, with rough leaves, from the

Ycmeniz library, sfc'4. is

Imprcssum Augusta; per Ioanncm Erffordianum, Anno Domini MDiTiin

Dans toutcs ses marges, ti'moins.

La souscription est suivic d'un privilege, et precedee de vers dus a la plume de Hiehardut

Ebrulius porta Cesareus : In laudem loannis Ilasii Mcmmingcnsis artiu, Iurium, et

medieinarum doctoris. Chyromancie principis. Cet onvrage, un des plus anciens sor la

chiromancie, u'est pas mentionne dans le Manuel de Brunet.

317 INDAG1NE (John, Prieste) Briefe Introductions, bothe naturall, pleasaunte,

and also delectable unto the Art of Chiromancy, or Manuel divination,

and Phisiognomy ; translated into Englishe by Fabian Withers, 18mo.

black Ictit r, numerous cuts,fine copy in old red morocco, 25s

Lund. J. Day, 1558

DRUIDS:

318 Daties' Celtic Researches, on the Origin, Traditions, and Languages of the

Ancient Britons : with Introductory Sketches on Primitive Society, royal

8vo. bds. 12* ' 1801

319 Davies' Mythology and Rites of the British Druids, ascertained by national

documents, with an appendix of ancient poems and extracts, and remarks

on Ancient British coins, royal 8vo. bds. 12* 1S09

" Davics, of Olverton, whose Celtic Researches and Mythology of the Druids are full

of that curious information which is preserved nowhere but in the Welsh remains."

Soutrsy, Qy. Review, Vol. 59, p. 254.

320 HIGGINS, Celtic Druids, showing that the Druids were the Priests of Co

lonics from India, 4to. numerous plates and cuts of Stonehenge, Camac, and

other Cyclopean ivorks in Asia and Europe, bds. 3G* 1829

320* the same, large paper, roy. 4to. bds. £2. 12* 1829

321 JONES (Inigo) Antiquity of Great Britain, vulgarly called Stone Heng

on Salesbury Plain, restored, folio, portrait by Hollar, and numerous plates

of these wonderful Ruins, old calf, 24* 1725

322 Pkllol"tier, Histoire des Celtes, et particulierenient des Gaulois et des Ger-

niains, nouvelle edition augmente'e, 2 vols. 4to. old calfgilt, 12* Paris, 1771

323 STUKELEY (Dr. W.) Itinerarium Curiosum : or an account of the An-

tiquitys and remarkable Curiositys in Nature or Art, observ'd in travels

thro' Great Britain, folio, first edition, with ICO plates of English cele

brated ancient Sites; Roman and Celtic Remains and Ruins, etc. 1724 —

STONEHENGE, a Temple restore! to the British Druids, portrait and

35 plates, 1740—ABURY, a Templo of the British Druids, volume the

second, 40 plates, 1743—together 3 vols, folio, 17G curious plates, not

quite uniform, in old calfgilt, Ay original copy, £5. 1724-43

324 The Stonehenge and Abury, 2 vols, in 1, folio, plates, old calf neat,£2. 2* J 1740-43

The Stonehenge and Abury were reprinted circn. 1835. Priced, 1825, Thorpe, the

original eduion, "'Stonehenge and Abury" only, £14. 14.t ; 1828, Payne and Foss,

-C14. 14j j 1855, Baker's copv fetched £5. 7s 6</.
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DRUZES :

325 CHURCHILL'S (Col.) MOUNT LEBANON : a Ten Tears' Residence,

from 1842 to 1852 ; describing the Manners, Customs, and Religion of

its Inhabitants, with a full and correct account of the Druze Religion, and

containing Historical Records of the Mountain Tribes, from Personal Inter

course with their Chiefs and other Authentic Sources, by Colonel Churc

hill, Staff Officer on the British Expedition to Syria, third edition, 3 vols.

8vo. with a largefolding Map of the Mountain Mange of the Lebanon, por

trait* and views, 1853—Vol. IV. The DRUZES and the MARONITES

under the Turkish Rule, 1862—together 4 vols. 8vo. with a General Index

to the 4 vols, printed uniformly, (pub. at 35*) cloth, 10* 1853-62

The second volume contains an elaborate Expose of the Druze Religion, its His

tory, Doctrines, and Administration, based upon original Druze Manuscripts.

EGYPTIANS (ANCIENT) :

326 BUNSEN, Egypt's Place in Universal history, translated by Cottrell, 4 vols.

8vo. including an Egyptian Orammar and Dictionary, with plates of Egyp

tian Divinities, Hieroglypltical writing, etc. (pub. at £5. Ss) new in cloth,

£4. 10* ' ' 1828-60

327 PRICHARD'S Analysis of Egyptian Mythology, and examination of Egyp

tian Chronology, roy. 8vo. plates and colouredfrontispiece, calf, 18* 1819

328 "WILKINSON'S Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, their

Private Life, Government, Laws, Arts, Religion, and History, both

series, 6 vols. 8vo. with 600 plates and cuts, illustrative oftheir Paintings,

Monuments, Sculptures, etc. some in colours, cloth, £5. 15* 1837-41

FREEMASONRY :

329 Buhle's Ursprung der Orden der Rosenkreuzer und Preymaurer, sm. 8vo.

hf. calfgilt, 6* Ootlingen, 1804

The learned author traces Freemasonry not further than the time of Charles I., and

has an extremely low opinion of the tricks of the Hosicrucians.

330 Manual de los Masones Libres del Rio de la Plata ; Masoneria Escoc. para

la Confed. Arg. ; Regl. de la Log. de S. Juan ; in 1 vol. 8vo. morocco, 6*

Buenos Aires, ] 856-58

331 Franckestbebg, Raphael oder Artzt-Engel, 1639, 4to. bds. 7* 6d

Amsterdam, 1676

332 Oliter's (Revd. G. Dr. Dy.) Historical Landmarks of Freemasonry, 2 vols.

8vo. numerous illustrations, cloth, 12* 1846

333 RECUEIL precieux de la MACONNERIE Adonhiramite, contenaut les

Cathechismes des quatre premiers Grades, etc. 2 vols.—La vraie Macon-

nerie d'Adoption, et Cantiques Maconuiques, 1 vol. ; in 1 vol. 1787—

L'Etoile flamboyante, ou Soci^te des Franc-Macons, A T Orient chez le

Silence, 2 vols, in 1—the foregoing bound in 2 vols. 18mo. old red morocco,

gilt edges, £2. 2s 1787, etc.

334 Robison's Proofs of a Conspiracy against all the Religions and Govern

ments of Europe, carried on in the secret Meetings of the Freemasons,

Hluminati, Ac. 8vo. hf bd. 5* 1798

INDIAN MYTHOLOGY:

335 Bjorsstjerna, Theogony of the Hindoos, their philosophy and cosmogony,

8vo. cloth, 5s 1844

336 COLEBROOKE'S (H. T.) Miscellaneous Essays, 2 vols. 8vo. best edition,

numerousfacsimilesfrom early Indian MSS. and Inscriptions, bds. rare, 36*

1337

A rich assemblage of materials for the History and explanation of the Vedas.

337 COLEMAN'S (C.) Mythology of the Hindus, with Appendix comprising

the Minor Avatars, etc. 4to. with 39 plates illustrative of the principal

Hindu Deities, cloth, 32* 1832

338 the same, 4to. hf. bd. 35* 1832
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Indian Mythology, —continued.

339 FERGUSSON'S Illustrations of the Rock-Cut Temples of Iudia, roy. folio,

19fine large tinted plates, hf. morocco, with Svo. text and 10 smaller plates,

in cloth, 35s 1S45

340 the Svo. text and 10 plates separately, cloth, 7s Gd 1840

341 Frere's Old Deccim Days; or Hindoo Fairy Legends, current in S. India,

thick post 8vo. plates and cuts, cloth, new, 10s Gd 1S68

342 MAURICE'S Indian Antiquities, 7 vols. 8vo. numerous plates, chiefly illus

trative of the Ancient Womhips of India, calfgilt, 30.? 1800

A very curious work, containing Dissertations relative to the ancient geographical divi

sions, the pure system of primeval theology, the grand code of civil laws, the original form

of government, the widely-extended commerce, and the various and profound literature, of

Ilindostan : compared throughout with the religion, laws, government, and literature of

Persia, Egypt, and Greece, the whole intended as, introductory to the history of Hindostan,

upon a comprehensive scale.

343 MOOR'S Hindu Pantheon', royal 4to. with 105 plates, comprising the whole.

range of Indian Deities,fine copy in calf gilt, £o. 1810

344 MUIR'S Original Sanscrit Texts on the Origin and progress of the Religion

and Institutions of India; collected, translated into English, and illus

trated with notes, 4 vols. Svo. cloth, rare, a£3. 16s 1858-63

345 the same, now edition, Vol. I, 21s ; Vol. Ill, 10* ; 2 vols. 8vo. cloth,

34s 1868

Vols. 2 and 4 arc not out yet.

It is difficult to obtain a set of these valuable Essays, of the greatest service to the Com

parative Mythologist.

346 DUPERRON (Anquetil) Oupnek'hat, i.e. Secretum tegendum ; Opus ipsa

in India rarissitnum, continens antiquam et arcanam Doctrinam e qua-

tuor sacris Indorum Libria, Rak Beid, Djed.ir Beid, Saii Beid, Athr-

ban Beid, e Persico in Latinum conversum et notis illustratum, 2 vols.

4to. calfgilt, 30s Argent. 1801-2

347 RAMM0HUN ROT'S Translation of the principal Books, Passages, and

Texts of the Veda, Svo. calf, 12s 1832

348 RIG-VEDA-SANHITA. A Collection of Ancient Hindu Hymns, consti

tuting the first Ashtaka, or Book of the Rig-Veda, translated from the

Sanskrit by H. H. Wilson, Vols. I—IV. Svo. cloth, £2. 16s 1850-6G

The first volume is entirely out of print.

349 VISHNU PURANA, a system of HINDU MYTHOLOGY and tradition,

translated from the original Sanscrit, and illustrated by notes derived

chiefly from other Purines, by H. H. Wilson, 4to. xcii and 704 pp. hf.

red morocco gilt, rare, £3. 10* 1840

Published by the Oriental Translation Fund, but now completely out of print. The

" Vishnu Purana" embodies the real doctriue of the Indian Scripture, the " Unity of the

Deity."

IRELAND (Ancient) :

350 Keane's Towers and Temples of Ancient Ireland, their origin and history,

sm. 4to. many woodcuts, (pub. £1. lis Gd) cloth, 21s Dublin, 18G7

351 PETRIE'S Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland, origin and uses of the

Round Towers, impl. Svo. numerous woodcuts, (pub. 28s) cloth, 21* Gd

Dublin, 1845

See also Druids.

JUDAISM.

352 Chtarini, Theorie du Judaisme, 2 vols. 8vo. st7. 5s Paris, 1830

353 DRUMMOND (Sir William) Oedipus Judaicus, 8vo. 16 plates, containing

numerous engravings, from ancient religious and symbolical monuments, hie

roglyphics, etc. bds. 80s Privatelyprinted, 1811

354 the same, new edition, Svo. cloth, 10* 1866
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Judaism—continued.

355 ENOCH. The Book of Enoch the Prophet, translated from an Ethiopic

MS. by Laurence, 8vo. cloth, 7* Oxford, 1838

356 Nicolas, des Doctrines Religieuses des Juifs, pendant les deux Siecles an-

terieurs a l'ere chretienne, 8vo. hf morocco, Is 6d Paris, 1830

PARSEES and Ancient Persians :

357 Dabistan, or School of Sects, in Persian, roy. 4to. calf, £2. 2s

(Calcutta), 1809

358 the same, translated by Shea and Troyer, 3 vols. 8vo. bds. 20* 1844

An interesting account of Religious Worships, especially that of ancient Persia.

359 DESATIR or sacred writings of the Ancient Persian Prophets, ancient

Persian, with Commentary and Glossary, and English, 2 vols, in 1, roy.

8vo. calf neat, 36s Bombay, 1818

360 HAUG'S (M.) Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of

the Pabsees, 8vo. ink marked, cloth, 18* Bombay, 1862

A work of the greatest interest to all students of the Zend-Avesta, and the Religion

of Zoroaster; pages 42-119 contain a Grammar or the Zend Language, the Zend

words in the Roman letters.

361 HYDE (T.) Histoeta Reltgionis veteeum Peesaetjm, eorumque Mago-

rum ; Zoroastris Vita, ejusque et aliorum Vatieinia de Messiah ; Primi

tive Opiniones de Deo ; Originale Orientalis Sibyllse Mysterium ; Zoro

astris liber Sad-der, Latine ; cum speeiminibus linguae veteris, etc. 4to.

best edition, plates, old calf neat, £2. 2s Oxon. 1760

Hibbcrt's copy fetched £3. 3s ; Stanley's, £4. 10s. " The most learned work upon

the religion of the ancient Persians which has appeared."—Butler. " A work of pro

found and various erudition, abounding with many new lights on the most curious and

intresting subjects, filled with authentic testimonies which none but himself could bring

to public view, and with many ingenious conjectures concerning the Theology, History,

and learning of the Eastern Nations. This work has now become exceedingly scarce."

—Chalmers. "Full of learned researches."—Heeren.

362 Rhode, die heilige Sage und das Religions System der alten Baktrer, Meder

und Perser oder des Zend Volks, 8vo. hf. calf, 10s Frankf. 1820

363 WILSON (John) The Paesi Religion, as contained in the Zand-Avasta,

and propounded by the Zoroaatrians of India and Persia, 8vo. cloth, ease,

30« ' Bombay, 1843

This author, whose profound learning is everywhere apparent in his work, passes in

review all that had already appeared concerning the Harsees. The Appendix contains

Eastwiek's translation of the Zartusht-Namah, the Sifat i Sirozah, etc.

PRIAPEIAN WORSHIP :

364 [DULAURE] des Divinites Generatrices, ou du Culte du Phallus chez les

anciens et les modernes, 8vo. several pencil memoranda, calf gilt, a curious

work, 30s ~ Paris, 1805

L on y trouvora le rapprochement d'nn grand nombro de traits epars dans une im

mensity de livres pcu communs, dont l'cnseinble offrira une face nouvclle."—Preface.

365 KNIGHT'S (Richard Payne) Account of the Remains of the Worship of

Pbiaptjs, lately existing at Isernia, in the Kingdom of Naples, etc. etc. ;

4to. with 18 plates, calf, the Earl of Munster's copy, £6 ; or, a fine tall

copy in bds. uncut, rare, £7. 10s Privately printed, 1786

Priced, 1814, Longman's, £15. 15* ; 1845, Payne and Foss, £7. Is, and 1846, £6. 6s.

Copies sold by anction, Horace Walpole's, £22. ; Astle's, £14. 3* 6d ; Taylor Combe's,

£11. Ill ; 1807, Brand's, £16. 16» ; 1824, Sir Mark Sykes's, £9. ; 1860, Mitford's, £8.

366 O'BRIEN (Henry) on the Round Towers of Ireland, or the Mysteries of

Tree-Masonry, of Sabaism, and of Budhism unveiled, with the Preface,

8vo. cuts, cloth, clean copy, 28s 1834

Very rare. " In O'Brien's work on the Round Towers of Ireland may be found

much curious matter ; and a good deal of light is thrown on the Horrors of Serpent or

Boodhist Worship. It is, however, a wild and irrelevant book, and by no means to bo

recommended to the general reader, independently of the nature of its details."

"Proofs drawn from every possible branch of human learning."— Spectator.
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Priapeian Worship—continued.

3G7 POLIPHILUS. Le Tableau des riches Intentions, couvertes du voile

des feintes amoureuses qui sont representees dans lo Songe de Poliphile,

exposees par B&boalde, smallost folio, title engraved with several symbo

lical designs, and numerous very curious woodcuts through the text, some

very large, that which represents the worship of Priapus in perfect order,

veryfine copy in vellum neat, babe, £5. Paris, 1GO0

SERPENT WORSHIP :

308 Deane's Worship of the Serpent traced throughout the world, Svoplatci,

ids. 12s 1830

369 the same, second edition considerably enlarged, 8vo. calf neat, 20s

1833

A very learned but sinjuilnr work, devoted to prove tlint Ihe worship of tho ser|«?nt

was universal ; and examining the religions of Babylon, Persia, Hindustan, China,

Mexico, Britain, Scandinavia, Italy, Illy ricam, Thrace, Greece, Asia Minor and Phoenicia,

Scythia and Africa.

370 FERGUSSON'S Tree and Serpent Worship ; or Illustrations of Mythology

and Art in India, in the first and fourth centuries after Christ, from

Sculptures of tho Buddhist Topes at Sanchi and Amravati, super roval

4to. 250 pp. 100 plates, (pub. at £5. 5s) bd. £4. 15s lb69

MISCELLANEOUS PURCHASES

AT THE SALE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE LATE

MARQUIS OF HASTINGS, DONNINGTON PARK,

LEICESTERSHIRE.

*** Other Purchasesfrom this important Sale will appear infuture Catalogues.

Albanian. HahVs Albanesische Stadien, imp.

8vo. map andfacsimile, 790 pp. Ids. 16*

Wien, 1853
This work is divided in 3 parts: Geography and

Ethnography of Albania, 347 pp.; Grammar, Songa,
and Proverbs, 169 pp. ; Dictionary, Aibantan-German
and German-Albanian, 244 pp.

America: Hernan Cortes. Fifth Letter

to the Emperor Charles V, containing an Ac-

:ount of his Expedition to HONDURAS,

translated from the original Spanish by Don

Pascual de Gayaxgos, 8vo. pp. .rvi and 156,

including Index, cloth, new, 7s Gd

Hakluyt Society, 1868
Of this last letter of Cortes, "the most important

of all in a geographical point of view," only two MSS.
are known to exist. It was published for the first time
by Navarrete, about 1845, in Vol. IV. of the "Colcc-
cion de documcntos ineditos," and since then, in lhGO,
by Don P, de Gayangos. Hut it is now given In Eng
lish for the first time, and to those English readers
who take an interest in geographical discovery, and
who know how imperfect our knowledge has hitherto
been, and is still, of tho regions traversed by Cortes
in his wonderful march across Central America, the
translation of this letter—In every respect one of the
most int. resting ever addressed to the Empero.—eau-
uoLfail lo be acceptable.'1

American Bibliography. ASIIER(G.M.)

Bibliographical and Historical Essay on the

Dutch Books and Pamphlets relating to New

NetherlanD, sm. 4to. targe folding map

ajter N. Yischer, and 3 view* of the old city,

sd. 20j Amsterdam, 1863

the same, Large Paper, roy. 4to. sd. £2. 1868

Collation: Title, preface, and introduction, lii
pp. ; descriptions, pp. 1-222 ; alphabetical index, 22*-
34; Additions and Corrections, 3 pp.; List of Maps
and Charts (dated Amst. 1855) as Supplement to the
Iliblingr. Essay, pp. 1-22 ; List of Names, 23 engraved
pages.

American Bibliography : HARRISSE

(H.) Bibliotheca Americana vetustissima, or

Description of Works relating to America,

published between 1492 and 1551, 4to. hf.

ca{f, uncut, £4. As New York, 1866

This important publication Is the most complete
and satisfactory work of its kind. The description*
are accurate, notwithstanding a few typographical
blunders, and a conation of each book is attached.
Its arrangemer' snologicaL but an alphabetical

index is addr _
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Cornish Grammar and Vocabulary:

(TONKIN and GWAVAS) Archajologia

Cornn-Britannica, an Essay to preserve the

Ancient Cornish Language, with Grammar

and Cornish-English Vocabulary, by William

Pryce, 4to. portrait of Holly Pentreath in

serted, bds. 30s Sherborne, 1790

Prince L. L. Bonaparte was the first person who
pointed out the true authorship of the work bo unjustly
arrogated by Pryce.

Prisic. Askoa-Buch, ein alt-Fricsisches Ge-

setzbuch der Kiistringer, alt-fries., deutsch,

vnd latein.,\oa Wiarda, 4to. hf. calf, gilt top,

uncut. Ms Berlin, 1805

Priflic. RicnmOFEX, Friesische Rechtsqnellen

und Altfriesischcs Wortcrbuch, 2 vols. 4to.

about 1200 pp. double colt, one vol. hf. morocco

gilt, one in cloth, 25s

Berlin and Gbttingen, 1840
The Rechtsqnellen are very carious, not only from

the linguistic, but also from an historical and antiqua
rian point of view. The Dictionary consists of nearly

600 pp.
Germanic GRIMM'S Deutsche Rechts-Al-

terthumer, 2 vols, in 1, stout 8vo. calf, 9s

Gbttingen, 1828

Homeri Opera Omnia, Graeee, ex recen-

sione Demetrii Chalcondyta, cum Herodoti

Plutarchique vitis Homeri, ct Dionis Chrysos-

tomi dissertatione, Editio PrincepS,

2 vols, folio, A fine copy, in English red mo

rocco extra, gilt edge', from the Marquis of

Hastings' library, £96.

Florenl. Bernardus A'erliw, 1488

Priced, 1813, Payne and Foss, f84. ; Heath's copy
fetched £91. 10s; WUIett's, £88; 1853, Dr. Hawtrey's,
£70.

" Splendour, rarity, value, truly exquisite." ZHbdin.

" On no edition of any classic have bibliographers
been more eloquent or bestowed a greater share of
praise than on this most magnificent and esteemed
work, without exception the most beautiful book the
Greek press produced in the fifteenth century."—Mou.

Horatii Flacci Opera, 2 vols. 8vo. First

issue {with the " Post est ') very fine copy of

Pine's superb edition, engraved throughout, in

old English red morocco extra, gilt edges,from

the Marquis of Hasting* library, £10.

Londini, Johannes Pine, 1733

A vague notion exists that there are only two
issues of Pine's Horace, the firs-t issue with the error
on Csisar's head, Vol II. page 108, " Postest:;" the
second issue, the error corrected into " Potest." This
Is only half the truth. Pine's coppers were worked
perhaps a dozen times, and as recently as 1775 a num
ber of impressions were taken, after which they seem
to have disappeared.

Iibuyd's Arenseologia Britannica. the

Languages. Histories, and Customs of the

Original Inhabitants of Great Britain, from

Collections in Wales, Cornwall, Bas-Bretagne,

Ireland, and Scotland, Vol. I. {all published),

Sin. folio, old calf, fine copy front the Marquis

of Hastings' liirrary, £2 2» Oxf. 1707

No higher testimony of Lluyd's wonderful learn
ing could be adiiuced than the fact that the Irish-Eng
lish Dictionary included in the above volume, notwith
standing the later wroks of O'Brien, O'Reilly, O'Dono-
van, and others, is still the best of its kind. The
Arcbaeologia also contains a Comparative Celtic Dicti
onary, a Welsh Vocabulary, a Breton Grammar and
Dictionary, a Cornish Grammar., an Irish Grammur,
a British Etymologicon, and a one of Welsh and

Irish MSS.

Ornaments- Owen Jones's Grammar

of Ornament, impL folio, the original folio

edition, 101 large and exquisitely coloured

plates, executed in Chromolithography, com

prising 3000 examples of the decorations of all

ayes and nations, with descriptive letterpress

and woodcuts, (subscription price £19. 19«).

hf. morocco, gilt edges, £12. 12s- 1856

The original edition has become very rare ; it is
preferred to the new edition by Art-workmen on ac
count of the larger scale of the ornaments represented

Perkins' Italian Sculptors : being a His

tory of Sculpture in Northern, Southern, and

Eastern Italy, impl. 8vo. 29 etchings by the

author, and woodcuts (recently pub. at £2. 2«)

cloth, 35s 1868

This volume Is issued as a companion to tho au
thor's work on the Tuscan Sculptors.

Polyglott in Seven Languages : (Aa-

naudi a Caraglio, Colloquia et Dictiona-

riolum SeptemLinguarum,obl. 12mo. English,

German, French, Latin, Spanish, Italian and

Hatch, bd. the Marquis of Hastings' copy, 25s

Ante. 1616

A rare and cnriouB little volume. The English
portion is very quaint, and belongs to a period of tho
language older than the book itself.

Polyglott. Fry's Pantographia, roy. 8vo. Al

phabets and specimens of all the known lan

guages of the world, calf gilt,from the Mar

quis of Hastings' library, 10a 1799

Polyglott. Epithalamia exoticis linguis redrita,

(a J. B. De Rossi) roy. io\\o,fiue engravings,

calf gilt, from the Marquis of Hastings'

library, £2. 2* Parma (Bodoni), 1775

A beautiful specimen of Bodoni's press, dedicated
to Victor Amedeus III. of Sardinia. It is a collection
of Polyglott Epigrams or Votive Inscriptions on the
Nuptials of Prince Carlo Eminanuele of Piedmont
with Marie Adelaide Clotilde of France, supposed to
be addressed by 2d cities, with a translation in Latin
of each. The languages are chiefly Oriental, including
even Sanscrit and Tibetan. At the head of each ori
ginal is a beautiful vignette typifying the city, and
above each translation the medallion of a prince. The
roost valuable purt of the book is De Rossi's philologi
cal preface. The poem In Italian, "Mnemosyne,' at
the end, Is wanting in many copies.

Polyglott. PICTET Origines Indo-Europe-

ennes, on les Ayr, Primitifs, Partie I. roy.

8vo. hf. bd. 10s Paris, 1859

Reed, Treatise on Shipbuilding in Iron

and Steel : with detail of Construction, etc

5 plates oj sections, and numerous woodcuts,

(pub. at 30*) cloth, 25* 1869

This is the text book on which examinations in
Naval Architecture will mainly be based,

Rembrandt's Life andWorks : Vosmaeh,

Rembrandt Harmensg. van Rijn, sa vie et ses

GSuvres, 8vo. 526 pp. facsimiles, sd. 10* 6d

La Haije, 1868

Scandinavian. GRAGAS, Codex Juris Is-

landorum Antiquissimus, Island, et Lat. cum

comment Schlcgelii, etc. edd. Monrad, Thor-

lacius, Werlauff, Miiller, ct Finn Magnussen,

2 vols. 4to. fine paper, facsimile, hf. green

morocco gilt, 25s Havnia, 1829
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Scandinavian. GUNNLAUGI SAGA: Sa- | Texier, Byzantine Architecture : bring

gan af Gunnlaugi Onnstnngn ok Ska ld- ' a Collection of Monuments of the Tlarfet

Rafni, sive Guonlaugi Verruilinguts ct Rafnia Times of Christianity in the Kast, accompanied

Poetse Vim, ex MSS. legnti Arnamagn. Is- by Historical and Archaeological Descriptions,

land et Lat. cum notis ct dissertationibus (de : by Charles TEXIEll, Member of the Inititutt

Lingua Islandica, etc.) 4to. Fine I'aper, plate*, ! of Frana, Honorary Fdlom of the Roynl /«•

calf neat,from the Marquis of Hustings' li- 1 stitute of British Architect*, and ofthe Royal

brary,ZU* Uqfmce, 1775 | Aeadcmi/ of Sciences, Munich: and B. Pop-

Scandinavian. NIALS SAGA, Latine, cum - ™™,PULLANF.BXB.As, A«Utrt

Glossario et notis ed. Tborkclin, sm. 4to. foe- ' *" "'e llud"'m ^J>hm, Agentfor the D,.

similes of MSS. pp. XXXii and 872, hf. morocco | tct'anti Socut;, m Asm Miner, large foho,

gilt top, uncut, alt ffaon. 1809 '20 £W» «/* 12 **
mgs, 1/ cheomo-lttnogrophs, and 61) platts.

Somervillo on Molecular and Microscopic (pub. at £6. G») gilt cloth, gilt edges, £2. 2j

Science, 2 vols. sm. 8vo. numerous noidcut 1864

illustrations (just pub. at 2\s) cloth gilt, 1'itdd ■ „, . . . . _J 1 ' i ^ -q 0f tl,e many books offered at a reduced price.

18b9 | none is more sure to rise than the above really valn-

Spanish. AloaWTABA (J. Godoy) LTistoria cri- I able work, the be»t on the interesting subject oT Br-

ticadelos falsos Cronicones, obra premiada i lantine Architecture, illustrated by nearly 100 elibo-

por la Real Acadernia dc la Historia, Svo. 343 j ra,c mc3-

pp. til. Ss Gd Madrid, 1868

One of the most excellent works in modern Span
ish literature. It critically estimates the historical
value of the various chroniclers and historians of the

put.

Welsh Grammar. Rowland's Grammar of

the Welsh Language, with copious examples

from writers, third etlition, improved, sm.8vo.

pp.xvi and 854, cloth, 5* £afa,1865

ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS OF SPAIN.

Monumentos Arquiteetonicos de Espana,

publieados a expensas del Estado bajo de la direccion de una Comiaion

Especial creada, por el Ministerio do Fomento. Parts XXXIII and

XXXIV, atlas folio, illustrated with 8fine large plates, of which one is beau

tifully printed in coloues, heightened with GOLD, vignettes on the letter

press, and capital letters in COLOUK8

Madrid, Imprenla y Calcographia National, 186S

Mr. Qnaritrh, having been appointed agent for this publication, will supply the continuation

.tt 2l.< per part.

List of Plates.

Part 33.

OvisdO. Cruz dc la Iplesin de Fucntcs. )

Arqueta de In Ciimara Santa. r On one plate, gold, li'ccr. and colour*.

Arqucta dc Sta. liulalia. )

Leon. Fachada lateral de la Catcdral.

Ujo. (Concejo dc Micres.) Dctalles de la Iglcsia de Ujo.

Hellin y Lagos. Sepuicros.

Part S4.

Villatoro- (BurgOS). Monasterio de Frcs del VoJ. On the text.

Leon. Scecion Longitudinal del Catedral.

Oviedo, Provincia de, Sepuicros cxistentes en el Clanstro de la Colegiata de CoTadonga

Iglesia Parroqnial dc San Juan de Priorio.

Guadalajara. Palacio de los Duques del Infantado (details).
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